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Abstract
Today, most biological applications raise high demands in data resources and computa-
tional power. In order to meet these demands, powerful computer and storage systems are
required used in conjunction with modern software technologies that allow for seamless
execution of applications on these systems. Suitable to meet these requirements are
e-Science infrastructures that provide access to data and computing resources for scientific
domains, such as computational biology. They are commonly used via Grid middleware
systems, which in turn are accessible by users via Grid clients. Grid clients allow biological
scientists to seamlessly access e-Science infrastructures, without necessarily being very well
versed in computer science. Furthermore, they provide powerful graphical user interfaces
that hide the low level complexity of the underlying infrastructure, so that scientists can
concentrate on their scientific challenges.
Since computational biology paradigms are used in a wide area of biological applications,
this thesis aims to support biological applications, which typically consist of a set of small
programs, such as molecular dynamic simulation tools. These programs require to be
executed in a sequence, because program outputs must be piped to program inputs of a
subsequent program. Such a sequence of programs must be executed one after another on
a single Grid resource to avoid unnecessary transfers of large data sets between different,
geographically distributed Grid resources. Since most of the available Grid workflow
mechanisms execute each step of a workflow on a different resource,they do not provide a
suitable solution. Thus, a specialised client software designed for sequences of programs
is necessary. Apart from the support for program sequences, computational biology
is data-driven and thus biological applications depend on input data of various kinds.
Therefore, scientists need to seamlessly access biological data, in particular biological
databases, and use conveniently chosen subsets of this data for biological applications.
This data access needs to be integrated into Grid clients.
This thesis describes the design and implementation of client support for inherent sequen-
tial biological applications in e-Science infrastructures. The design enhances the existing
Eclipse-based UNICORE Rich Client and enables the modeling and visualisation of se-
quences of programs as well as the access to databases. The use of these newly developed
features enables researchers to manually design sequences of programs, modify program
parameters, and submit the resulting sequence job to a UNICORE Grid middleware for
the sequential execution on a single computational resource. Additionally, the user can
browse the content of databases and use database items as inputs for computation. The
extensibility of the developed framework enables developers of biological applications to
easily add new programs via a so-called ’extension point’, without having to implement
graphical user interfaces for new programs. The thesis also provides an evaluation use
case that takes requirements from the WISDOM workflow into account and validates the
applicability of the developed approach by providing a molecular dynamic simulation tool
in the UNICORE Rich Client. Therefore, the application package AMBER is plugged
into the new framework with little effort and a simulation can be executed by creating a
sequence of AMBER programs, using database files as inputs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today, enhanced Science (e-Science) [87] is performed in many scientific areas such as
biology, chemistry, or physics. E-Science relies on ’next generation infrastructures’ that
enable seamless and secure collaborations over wide-area networks in key areas of science
to support ongoing research. Grids [66] have emerged as an enabler for the production
and management of such next generation infrastructures. They became the technology of
choice for solving ’Grand Challenge Problems’ of science and society today, like treating
diseases, global weather prediction or determining the age of the earth. Solving such
scientific problems often relies on collaborative usage of computational, storage or other
physical resources, such as scientific instruments (i.e. Sensors, Telescopes) in combination
with scientific computational-intensive applications.
Especially in computational biology, e-Science infrastructures evolved as a promising
technology that brings insights in understanding biological phenomena. Often, biological
experiments are too expensive, dangerous, time intensive or even impossible to realise.
Hence, biological experiments are accomplished by biological applications in e-Science
infrastructures these days in order to simulate behaviour instead of performing physical
experiments. But biological applications, which aim to simulate biological experiments as
well as to process and analyse biological data, are typically data and computing-intensive.
E-Science infrastructures provide a seamless and scalable access for data and computing-
intensive applications to geographically distributed and heterogeneous resources in general
and large-scale computational resources and data resources in particular. Since user
of biological applications are often not computer specialists, they use graphical-based
Grid clients that provide scientific application abstractions, which allow for the access to
e-Science infrastructures, and hide the complexity of underlying e-Science infrastructures.
At the time of writing, the Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) [53] is a viable basis
to design Grid clients. It is a very promising framework technology with a powerful
plugin and extension mechanism for Eclipse-based standalone client developments.
Over the years, the RCP technology became the base of many software developments
that support e-Science, particularly Grid clients such as the UNICORE Rich Client (URC).
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The motivation of this thesis is based on the approach to Grid clients with the support of
biological applications that consist of a set of programs and thus require to be executed
one after another on one Grid resource, such as molecular dynamic simulation tools.
This restricted execution of programs is required to avoid large data transfers between
geographically distributed resources, because program outputs must be piped to program
inputs of a subsequent program execution. The well-known Grid workflows, are not a
suitable solution for this, because they execute each workflow step on potentially different
resources. This thesis offers a URC enhanced design and implementation of a technique
that enables scientists to create and modify sequences of programs. Therefore a base
mechanism for sequences is developed as well as an application extensible framework,
which offers a powerful graphical user interface (GUI) for the modeling of sequences.
Additionally, computational biology raises the demand of data inputs, typically taken
from biological databases. Thus, this thesis also provides a design and implementation,
based on the URC, which enables the access to biological databases. Within this scope,
scientists can browse and evaluate database insides and select data, which can be taken
then in turn as input for applications. The benefit of this technique is that scientists can
easily access and evaluate data, which can be automatically delivered to the execution
environment. To sum up, the URC enhancements, developed in the scope of this thesis,
provide an extensible framework and database access, to allow scientists to modify, create
and submit sequence application Grid jobs and use database inputs.
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. The first chapters provide an intro-
duction to Grid technologies, the Eclipse Rich Client Platform and Eclipse-based tools. In
more detail, Chapter 2 clarifies the concepts of e-Science infrastructures and Grids. This
includes the use of e-Science applications in Grids and the Grid Programming Environ-
ment, which provides a high-level API for the design of e-Science applications in Grid
clients. In Chapter 3 this thesis shortly introduces the Eclipse Rich Client Platform, its
core elements and extension mechanism. Based on this, an overview of the UNICORE Rich
Client, an Eclipse-based Grid Client, is given with a detailed view on its ServiceBrowser
plugin and GPE4Eclipse plugin.
Based on these foundations, the requirements and a survey of related work are provided
in Chapter 4 and the design is presented in Chapter 5. It gives insights into the developed
design for the sequence support and database access in clients for biological applications in
e-Science infrastructures. The design is based on technologies of today’s Grid infrastruc-
tures and on the UNICORE Rich Client.
In Chapter 6, a precise view on the implementation and its evaluation is provided that
take the particular requirements into account that are derived from the second step of
the WISDOM [39] biological application-based workflow. To validate the concept of this
thesis, this use case is supported by a reference implementation in context of the particular
molecular dynamics package called AMBER. It is thus evaluated if the concept in general
and the reference implementation in particular meet the requirements raised in Chapter 4.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarises this thesis and highlights evaluation results. Furthermore,
future work in the context of biological application client support is given.
Chapter 2
E-Science Infrastructures
E-Science evolved as a new research field and was defined by John Taylor, Director of the
Research Councils in the UK, as the following:
’e-Science is about global collaboration in key areas of science
and the next generation infrastructure that will enable it’ [89]
At the time of writing, the next generation infrastructures, referred by Taylor, is repre-
sented by Grids. They provide seamless and secure global collaborations over networks in
key areas of science to realize the use of e-Science applications and thus extend scientific
computing. E-Science infrastructures consist of large-scale, distributed, and heterogeneous
resources. The seamless access to these geographically distributed and traditional hetero-
geneous resources, e.g. large-scale computational devices, data, applications, and scientific
instruments, facilitates the solving of complex scientific problems. Grid and e-Science in-
frastructures offer a wide variety of services for the usage of resources by scientists. Exam-
ples of these infrastructures in Germany and Europe are D-Grid [13] (German Grid Initia-
tive), DEISA [7] (Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications),
or EGEE (Enabling Grids for e-Science) [10]. Other national and regional infrastructures
are: TeraGrid [31], Open Science Grid (OSG) [27], SwissGrid [30] or NorduGrid [22], just
to name a few. Additionally, there are many national e-Science initiatives, which propose
to develop Grid applications in many scientific domains such as the United Kingdom e-
Science initiative [35], or European projects such as the Chemomentum Project [6].
This chapter starts with an introduction to Grids and e-Science infrastructures today.
In the Section 2.2 a detailed view of e-Science Applications is provided, which are often
specifically supported by Grid clients. The Grid Programming Environment (GPE) [20],
described in Section 2.3, offers a framework to Grid Clients. This framework provides
interfaces for the graphical representation of e-Science applications and its introduction is
essential to understand the thesis results.
5
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2.1 Introduction to Grid Computing
Grid computing [66, 49] aims to facilitate the solving of scientific problems, which cannot
be solved within a reasonable amount of time with conventional computers, like current
top-end workstations or desktop computers. The heterogeneous resources, which are often
geographically distributed, consist of different hardware and software components, but are
collectively available in in Grid infrastructures. In order to tackle scientific challenges,
Grid infrastructures provide dependable, consistent, secure, seamless and scalable access
to different Grid resources. These resources are combined to one rather large virtual system
and can be shared among different users, working in different institutions. Furthermore,
resources in a Grid are well connected, mostly via common open standards and well-
known protocols [45]. The term ’Computational Grid’ is introduced as an analogon to
the ’electric power grid’ in Foster et al. [59]. The idea of the Computational Grid was to
make computing resources as easy accessible as electrical power. Grid resources needed for
scientific computing can be of different kinds to provide different kinds of services, like the
electrical power comes from different sources (water, nuclear, fossils).
Database
Supercomputer
Storages
VO:1
VO:2
Sensor
Grid Clients
Grid Clients
Figure 2.1: Grid resources such as supercom-
puters, storage systems, databases or other
devices can be shared between virtual orga-
nizations. Here, the supercomputer is shared
between two virtual organizations named as
VO:1 and VO:2.
Among others, examples of Grid resources
are supercomputer, computer cluster, data
storages and scientific instruments, e.g. a
’nuclear magnetic resonance’ (NMR) spec-
troscopy instrument or a space telescope.
Grid resources might belong to multiple or-
ganisations and are typically not managed
centrally to remain local control. How-
ever, Grid infrastructures share different
resources among different virtual organi-
zations (VOs) [60]. Virtual organisations
are dynamic sets of organisations, where a
group of individuals share a common goal
that can be achieved using Grid resources.
The group of people and available resources
can vary over time, thus VOs are dynamic.
This makes Grid infrastructures complex
and complicated, because there is neither
a fixed set of scientists nor a fixed amount of resources. Figure 2.1 shows a Grid infras-
tructure with two virtual organisations.
The software to manage a Grid is denoted as middleware [86]. Grid middleware systems
such as UNICORE [36] (UNiform Interface to COmputing REsources), Globus Toolkit [15],
and gLite [14], enable transparent, secure, efficient, and seamless access to distributed het-
erogeneous Grid resources. They hide the complexity and physical underlying infrastruc-
tures and ideally present the Grid as a single large virtual system. A Grid middleware
fulfills the tasks of accessible discovering resources, negotiating the accessibility, mapping
tasks to resources, managing applications, import/export data for processing and finally
gathering results. Furthermore, it is responsible for monitoring the application execution
progress and managing possible changes and resource failures after submission.
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Service Provider
Service Registry
UDDI
Service Requestor
1. Publish2.Find
3.Receive
4. Request and data exchange
SOAP
WSDL WSDLSOAP
Figure 2.2: Web Services Architecture
These functionalities are mostly accessi-
ble via Web services [58] and many Grid
middlewares are Web Services Resource
Framework (WSRF) [47] compliant. Web
services in general, and WSRF in particular,
lay the foundation for Grid standards that
are developed to homogenise different Grid
resources. In analogy to the Internet that is
open-standard based, standardisation bodies
for Grid computing are OGF (Open Grid
Forum) [26] and the OASIS (Organization for
the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards) [23]. W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) [38] and DMTF (Distributed
Management Task Force) [8] were also engaged in some standardisations that are closely
related to smoothly merge Internet and Grid technologies.
The open standard WSRF merges concepts from Grid computing and Web services.
It defines a generic framework of specifications to model and access stateful resources.
Additionally, it delivers functionality as loosely-coupled, interacting Grid services based
on Web service technologies. Web services are defined in the Web Service Description
Language (WSDL) [50], which characterises the abstract set of functionality that is
provided by a service. Figure 2.2 shows the concept of Web services. The Universal
Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is a registry for Web services, in which
each service provider can publish a WSDL, which describes an offered Web Service. A
service requester can query a UDDI using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [74],
a standard application layer protocol over HTTP, to get the corresponding WSDL of
the requested service. Using the informations extracted from the WSDL document, the
service requester (i.e. Grid client) can then request the service provider using SOAP.
Grid middleware systems, which are based on Web services, integrate also different security
standards. The common standards typically cover authentication (examination of the
identity) [51] and authorization (examination of use-able resources and services) [67] with
IETF X.509 certificates [64] in common security models like Explicit Trust Delegation [84]
or proxy certificates [88].
Grid technologies are often developed as a three tier architecture, such as UNICORE, which
is shown in Figure 2.3. It consists of the client tier, server tier, and target system tier. The
client tier consists of Grid clients, which seamlessly offer easy access to the server tier and
through this the target system tier. Grid clients can be command line clients, Web portals
or graphical desktop clients. The server tier contains a Grid middleware system, such as
UNICORE [36], Globus Toolkit [15], g-Lite [14], as well as other software tools, necessary
to access special Grid resources, e.g. Database Access Tools such as OGSA-DAI [24].
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Gateway
Client Tier
Server Tier
Target SystemTier
Sensor DB Stogare Supercomputer
UNICORE
Figure 2.3: The Grid Three Tier Layer
Architecture. As example, UNICORE
provides technologies on each tier of its
three-tier layered architecture.
Execution of work descriptions created in the
client tier and submitted via the server tier to
the target system tier are called jobs. Jobs are de-
scribed in abstract terms via the client tier by so
called job descriptions that are interpreted at the
server-side. In terms of UNICORE 6, the server
tier is represented by the Gateway and the Net-
work Job Supervisor (XNJS) of the UNICORE
system. The XNJS represents one virtual Site,
which represents in particular a set of resources
and services. The user is checked up on before
job execution by an authorization process via the
UNICORE User Database (XUUDB). The job
execution mechanism maps the abstract job de-
scription, send by the client, to a specific target
system description and executable, using the In-
carnation Database (IDB) and the Target System
Interface (TSI). In addition, a File transfer ser-
vice performs the input and output of files, which
are defined in the job description. In context of
UNICORE, the TSI located on the target sys-
tem tier represents the interface to the underlying
(super)computers as well to other Grid resources,
e.g. databases or scientific instruments.
2.2 E-Science Applications
Grid computing emerged as a paradigm to compute scientific applications on next gen-
eration infrastructures. E-Science today, particularly scientific experiments and studies,
involve distributed and heterogeneous resources. The resources can be differentiated into
three major categories:
• computational resources that are characterized by CPU, memory, network and band-
width,
• data resources,which are represented through physical data devices or storage tech-
nologies, e.g. a hard disc, remote storage or database,
• large scientific instruments, e.g. a sensor or telescope.
E-Science applications effectively use resources of all three categories to enable different
scientific methods, simulations, data analysis, modeling, or remote sensor data collection.
Such applications tackle problems from very different scientific domains, e.g. Materials
Science, Cosmology, Plasma Physics, or Life Sciences. The scientific applications use dif-
ferent approaches with similar characteristics in a wide variety of scientific domains and
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typically require distributed, high-throughput, and data-intensive computing. As a result,
there is an increasing number of applications available that require access to Grid resources
in order to benefit from the wide variety of resources and services available on e-Science
infrastructures. Grid middleware systems manage the accessibility and availability of the
applications for scientists. The scientists interact with middleware via Grid Clients. These
Clients provide easy to use GUIs to access Grid resources and services, by typically submit-
ting application job descriptions to Grid middleware systems via Web services. Of course,
researcher do not want to create job descriptions or Web Service requests manually, there-
fore Grid clients offer high-level GUIs to support the application configuration process.
These high-level application GUIs are provided on the client side via uniform abstract pro-
gramming interfaces (APIs). They offer interfaces for application Grid object abstraction,
so called application models and their graphical user interfaces. The models represent a
Grid application at the Grid client side. The application model is able to create a Grid
job description containing proper data and parameters to correctly execute the application
remotely on the Grid. This job description is delivered to a middleware system by using
Web services. The middleware manages the execution of the job on an operating system
and is thus responsible to initiate the execution of the application on the target systems.
2.3 The Grid Programming Environment
The Grid Programming Environment (GPE) [20] by Intel provides a framework with a uni-
form high-level API to develop Grid-enabled application models and GUIs in Grid Clients.
In general, the framework offers Web Service interfaces and a GUI framework, which hides
the complexity of the underlying Grid technology to the user. An example of GPE-based
clients is the UNICORE Application Client [79], which is specifically designed to support
scientists with one particular scientific application GUI. GPE offers components on three
different levels: utility level, service level and application level. At the utility level, GPE
provides a basic set of well-defined Grid services to interface with Grid systems. At the
service level GPE adds higher-level services, including a dynamic resource and service reg-
istry that can be used in conjunction with Grid middleware systems that are compliant to
WSRF. The GridBean Software Development Kit and a GUI framework is added at the
level of applications.
This GridBean [79] concept is a plugin technology for clients that abstracts from applica-
tions. It is the fundamental concept of GPE and represents the foundation to link Grid
technologies and e-Science applications. It provides methods for the creation of job de-
scriptions and for job submission. In addition, it offers interfaces for user’s interactions
with Grid services and user interfaces for input/output data and parameter. GridBeans are
divided in different modules to represent correspondent scientific application abstractions:
One job description generation module and one or more user interface modules to enable
the configuration of application behaviour. The job description module, named GridBean
Model, holds input, output and parameter configurations. The interface modules, named
panels, represent input, output and parameter as a graphical representative, e.g. a text
box. In these graphical representatives scientists are able to modify and edit the input,
output and parameters of an application. Additionally, a Plugin must be defined that of-
fers a basic graphical interface type for the panels, e.g. Swing or Standard Widget Toolkit.
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The Plugin in this case is called ’Plugin’ because of historical causes, it is not of the well
known type ’plugin’.
Panel
Plugin
Model
Panel
Application
Description Archive
Plugin
Panel
Figure 2.4: The applica-
tion description archive ar-
chitecture.
The implied data control mechanism in GridBeans manages
the link of GridBean model and panel widgets. The base
data control of GPE is windowing toolkit independent, thus
for each GUI types might exist one specific Plugin.
An application description archive consists of the application
GridBean model, one or several Plugins and one or several
Panels, as shown in Figure 2.4. A developer of a new appli-
cation GridBean would implement the application description
archive parts by extending basic types. These basic types are
offered by GPE and handle all generic aspects of job descrip-
tion setups. This mechanism decreases the implementation
effort for developers. As a default implementation, GPE pro-
vides a Swing based user interface. An example of the use
of GridBeans is presented by Morris Riedel et al. [78] in the
context of scientific visualisations.
2.4 Summary and Conclusions
An overview of e-Science infrastructures and Grid computing was given in the first sec-
tion of this chapter. It described that Grids have been established as the next genera-
tion infrastructure to enable e-Science. To conclude, e-Science infrastructures are very
important to significantly enhance science in many areas today. E-Science applications,
introduced in Section 2.2, are useful to enable Grids for scientific purposes. Often, these
applications represent scientific experiments and studies. The last Section 2.3 motivated
the use of frameworks for Grid clients, with a particular focus on the Grid Programming
Environment, which provides useful interfaces to model and seamlessly execute e-Science
applications in Grid infrastructures.
Chapter 3
Eclipse-based Architecture
The Eclipse Platform [9] is best known as a development environment for Java [33]. But it is
also a platform independent software framework, which can be used to develop standalone
so-called rich client applications. These applications can arise from different program-
ming environments and scientific domains, e.g. Grid Clients, business administration, or
health care. In this chapter,an introduction to the Eclipse Rich Client Platform is given.
Section 3.2 provide an overview of the Eclipse-based UNICORE Rich Client.
3.1 The Eclipse Rich Client Platform
The Eclipse Platform was originally developed by IBM as a replacement for Visual Age for
Java. Since 2001 it is available as open source software. In 2004 the Eclipse Foundation
was created as a non-profit member-supported corporation of companies and individuals.
It keeps track of the Eclipse open source project and community as well as the ecosystem
of complementary products and services. In the beginning, the Eclipse Platform was an
extensible integrated development environment (IDE) [41]. Since version 3.0, there was a
shift from the IDE to the so called Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) [9], which is build
of sourced out core elements. This is the minimal set of plugins and core elements to build
any kind of Rich Client Application. As a side-remark, the Eclipse Platform itself is based
upon the Rich Client Platform.
Workbench
Platform Runtime
Environment
JFaceSWT
My
Tool
1
2
Eclipse Rich Client Platform
Figure 3.1: The Eclipse Rich Client
Platform (RCP).
The Eclipse Platform Runtime Environment is
the core engine of the RCP, as shown in Figure
3.1. It is based on the OSGi Alliance [28] spec-
ification, which is a standard for component ori-
ented system environments. The platform run-
time environment boots and loads the platform,
manages the resources and is responsible for dis-
covering, integrating, and running plugins. It
keeps track of the plugins lifetimes, following the
OSGi bundle concept.
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Furthermore, it discovers which plugins are installed at start-up and uses ’lazy loading’ to
reduces the start-up time and resource usage. The mechanism called ’lazy loading’ only
loads and activates plugins, when their functionality is actually needed.
The minimal set of the core plugins are the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT), JFace and
the workbench, which are described in more detail in the following section. The plugin
architecture of the Rich Client platform makes each Eclipse-based Rich Client application
very extensible. The so-called extension points and plugins that implement the plugin
architecture, are described in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1 The Workbench, SWT, JFace
The basis elements of the Rich Client Platform are the platform runtime environment,
the workbench, SWT and JFace [70]. In the following, views, editors and perspectives
are firstly introduced, because they are important elements of the workbench graphical
interface.
Views are resize-able and drag-able tab panels, and can also be closed and reopened.
They containing widgets, e.g. buttons, text fields to provide any kind of information to
users. Widgets are graphical controls in particular graphical user interface elements. User
can change the state of a widget by mouse or keyboard actions. Editors show the content
of files, which are supposed to be opened in Eclipse. Documents and input objects can be
browsed or edited. The modifications made in an editor follow an ’open-save-close’ life
cycle model. A perspective stores the initial size and the set of open components, and
controls them. This set of components is a well defined layout and contains a collection
of editors and views. A new window layout can also be stored for later reuse.
The Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) provides a common, platform independent API with
standard widgets, e.g. button, text field, combo-box. Its approach is to have efficient,
portable access to the native user interface facilities of the current running operating
system. Thus the implemented applications look and response like a native system
desktop application. It is a good alternative to Swing [68] and the Abstract Windowing
Toolkit [32] and default for all Rich Client Platform GUI-based plugins.
JFace is a user interface toolkit with a platform independent API and implementation.
It extends and inter-operates with SWT and provides higher-level application constructs.
The provided toolkit components are wizards, dialogue components, text manipulation,
image and font components, progress reporting for long running operations, actions and
viewer. The action mechanism allows user commands to be defined independently from
their exact whereabouts in the UI. Viewers are model-based adapters for certain SWT
widgets, simplifying the presentation of application data structured as lists, tables or trees.
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The user interface part of the Eclipse Platform is known as the generic workbench. It
provides the user interface building blocks for Eclipse and defines a number of extension
points for other plugins contributing to the UI. The workbench is built on top of the
platform runtime environment and uses SWT and JFace. Thus, the user interface
looks and feels like a native desktop application. The clear hierarchical structure of
the workbench displays one or several workbench windows. Each window can host one
workbench page. At any one time exactly one page per window is active and visible to
the end user. The page displays the perspectives that consists of editors and views.
3.1.2 The Eclipse Plugin Mechanism
Eclipse’s loosely coupled plugin mechanism [53] and the inherent extensibility mechanisms
of the Rich Client Platform, as described below in Section 3.1.3, made it the popular
development framework it is today. The RCP is built as a core runtime environment and a
set of plugins. Any kind of application can be developed via building plugins that extend
the core set. A plugin is the smallest unit of an application and can be developed and
delivered separately from other plugins. All plugins are registered in a registry, which
in turn is controlled by the runtime environment. At startup, it resolves dependencies
and provides plugins with extensive context information. The life cycle of all plugins is
managed by the overall framework, which automatically defers the loading of a plugin until
its functionality is actually being requested by the user or by an already activated plugin.
A plugin consists of an instance of a plugin runtime and an XML-based plugin manifest
file. The plugin runtime provides methods for activating and deactivating the plugin. The
manifest file holds information about the plugin, how the plugin can be activated by the
runtime environment, and lists dependencies to other plugins.
3.1.3 The Eclipse Extension Mechanism
Plugins can also add functionality to the platform via extending predefined interfaces,
so-called extension points [53], shown in Figure 3.1 (1). The extension points are the
connection between the plugins. Eclipse offers a set of well-defined extension points. A
developer can hook into the platform and contribute system behaviour by defining a so
called extension, shown in Figure 3.1 (2). Like platform extension points, plugins can of-
fer own extension points to allow other plugins to extend them with functionality via an
extension.
Each extension point must provide a XML-based manifest file, and optional Java inter-
faces. This specification must be conform with each hooked in extension. In this way, the
extended plugin can hold control of the extended functions. But the extension mechanism
works seamlessly, making use of an one-side dependency. In other words, the extended
plugin is never aware about plugged extensions. A plugin coordinates and controls all
of its extension points with its own Java class loader. It enforces and checks the depen-
dencies and visibility rules specified in the plugin manifest. This mechanism allows the
RCP to ’lazy-load’ a plugin, in detail a plugin offering an extension is only loaded, if its
functionality is needed.
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3.2 UNICORE Rich Client
The UNICORE Rich Client (URC) [37] is integrated in the client tier of the UNICORE
three tier architecture (see Section 2.1). UNICORE offers at the client tier several other
clients, like a command line client [34], an Application client [79] and a high level API.
They exploit all features provided by the underlying infrastructure. The clients typically
interact with the server tier that is connected via a single entry point: the Gateway, which
offers an x509-certificate-based authentication mechanism that is used to enable a secured
connection over the secure socket layer protocol [61]. The URC in comparison to the other
clients offer many more bundled features and an easy to use GUI. Above all, its the best
suitable client for definition of Grid workflows.
The URC was developed as a graphical client for the UNICORE 6 (UNiform Interface
to COmputing REsources) middleware [80], but potentially can be used with other Web
service-based Grid middlewares. It is based on the Eclipse Rich Client Platform to provide
a flexible GUI and standard perspectives. The workspace concept of Eclipse decreases the
effort for the URC, e.g. to export, import, share and reuse existing job workflows. The
URC offers many functionalities to access Grid resources and services, while many of them
are related to the submission of jobs and workflows. Additionally, the URC offers many
extension points in order to be easily extended. The ServiceBrowser is one main graphical
element of the URC and is not UNICORE specific. It offers a general view to the Grid
that includes Grid resources, services, jobs and working directories. The workflow editor
supports multiple workflow engines and furthermore, the workflow editor shows the whole
workflow graph, while subgraphs can be hidden. Workflow graphs can also be zoomed and
printed. Monitoring and tracing the workflow is also possible. In terms of Grid security,
the URC offers a keystore view and a truststore view. The keystore view manages private
keys, the truststore shows the certificates that the user trusts. Both allow for adding and
deleting certificates. Furthermore, default credentials for particular security profiles and
site specific credentials can be defined. To get an overview of the described functionality,
a snapshot can be seen in Appendix A.
The main function of the URC is to create, submit, and manage Grid jobs and workflows.
Workflows can include applications, scripts, variables, loops as well as file imports and
exports. Additionally, applications within one workflow can be executed on different re-
sources. The set of installed Grid application GUIs can be extended, thus each application
GUI is separately loaded using the GridBean concept. The job description creation is
realised via GPE4Eclipse, it allows for modification of application parameters, variables,
files as well as resource selection and is described below.
3.2.1 URC Plugin Architecture
The UNICORE Rich Client is a standalone application and provides many plugins, which
are build around the core of the Eclipse Platform. In the following, a short overview of
the URC plugins is given.They are shown in Figure 3.2 together with their interrelations.
The last term of each displayed class within the illustration denotes the plugins’ name.
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Figure 3.2: The plugin architecture of the
UNICORE Rich Client.
The logmonitor plugin is the base of the
architecture. All plugins can display and
record their log messages via this plugin.
The common plugin provides code base and
client stubs to interact with middleware
system Web services. The identity plugin
is responsible for the security and the
security view in the URC. The rse plugin
extends the functionality to browse remote
storages. The servicebrowser plugin is
responsible for the graphical representa-
tion of the Grid, e.g. as a tree structure.
The wfeditor plugin is responsible for the
graphical representation of workflows. It supports multiple workflow languages. The
gpe4eclipse plugin is responsible for the graphical representation of job descriptions as well
as the linking between GPE (see Section 2.3) components and the URC. The standalone
plugin creates the workbench and available perspectives.
In the context of this thesis, the most significant feature of the URC is its extensibility. In
the following, we highlight two concrete descriptions of the plugins required in the scope
of this thesis, namely the ServiceBrowser and GPE4Eclipse.
3.2.2 The ServiceBrowser Plugin
The ServiceBrowser plugin is mainly responsible for the graphical representation of the
Grid (see snapshot Appendix A). It is used to monitor and perform actions on the Grid.
It offers two views, a Grid browser and a details view, providing information about the
services of Grid resources. The Grid browser is internally represented via a tree structure,
which represents the hierarchic structure and hides the complexity of Grids. In this tree
structure, each Grid service, Grid resource, submitted jobs and working directories (see
Chapter2), is represented as one tree node at a different level. The nodes can have several
actions, dependent on the node type and function, e.g. a registry and a job have different
actions. Nodes can also have the same actions, e.g. the action ’refresh’ that refreshes
the known information of a Grid resource and thus checks the availability of the service.
Node types and actions are extensible via extension points. The Grid tree is illustrated
via different views, due to the fact that the tree view can be used in other contexts. The
main Grid browser shows the Grid tree in its native form with all registries, which are
expandable. Other views of the Grid tree can be filtered to only display special services.
Additionally, the ServiceBrowser holds a registry that lists all applications installed on
Grids.
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3.2.3 The GPE4Eclipse Plugin
The GPE4Eclipse plugin is the link between GPE (see Section 2.3) and the UNICORE
Rich Client. It is implemented using the GPE APIs and provide important Grid services
to the user of the URC. The main offered actions are for job and workflow creation as well
as fetching outcomes of a job.
URC
Application3
Application2
Application1
Application2 
Description
Archive
Application3 
Description
ArchiveApplication2 Description
ArchiveApplication1 Description
Archive
Figure 3.3: URC
load mechanism
for applications.
The usable applications may vary in each URC, because of the fact that
they are integrated via an external load mechanism, shown in Figure
3.3. The untreated applications offer an application description archive
(see Section 2.3), which is loaded by GPE4Eclipse into the URC. It
consists of a GridBean, Plugins and Panels. The GridBean must de-
clare all application environment parameters and file parameters. For
simplicity, command line arguments are also modeled as environment
variables. Their values are substituted with the help of the IDB in
the UNICORE middleware system. The panels offer various informa-
tion about the application but at least one panel must implement the
GUI for the GridBean environment parameter. After loading the ap-
plication description archives, user can create specific application jobs.
Therefore, GPE4Eclipse provides a job view (please see Appendix B)
to allow the modification of a job, and a responsible GridBean Model.
The GridBean job view offers three generic panels plus the specific panels, defined in the
application description archive. The three generic panels are a File panel, a Resource panel
and a Variables panel. The File panel offers a view to the input and output file parameters
of the application, defined in the GridBean Model. Input and output files can be added,
modified or removed (fixed file parameters of the GridBean can not be removed). The user
can set the following options for input files:
• a source type - the source location type of the file, e.g. local storage or database,
• a file, each source type offers a selection mechanism to select the file in the selected
source location,
• a name for the file in the job directory,
and for output files:
• the name of the file,
• the destination type - the target location type of the file, e.g. a remote storage,
• a file, each target type offers a selection mechanism to set the file in the selected
target location.
The Resource panel offers selectable job properties, e.g. the total number of CPUs or
memory requirements for computational jobs. Additionally, the Resource panel offers
a selection mechanism for the operating system. The Variables panel shows variable
parameters of the GridBean.
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The specific GridBean panel displays the GridBean environment parameters. All applica-
tion panels are by default swing-based graphical interfaces. All parameter, which can be
defined in any panel are displayed by panel widgets. Each panel widget is linked with its
related parameter in the GridBean Model. This mechanism is shown in Figure 3.4 and
called data control. For each widget of the graphical user interface, e.g. check box, combo
box, and text field, exists one data control, which keeps user inputs and the GridBean
parameter consistent. These data controls are special for each widget, due to the fact that
user inputs must be translated into parameter values and and vice versa. It follows the
basic concept of GPE data control (Section 2.3). GridBeans consist of different types of
Test|
X
Param1:
Param2:
PanelParam1
Value: Test
Param2
Value: true
GridBean
Text Field
Control
CheckBox
Control
Figure 3.4: The data controls between a
text field and an environment parameter
as well as between a check box and another
environment parameter.
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SEQUENCE
RESOURCE
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Figure 3.5: The pa-
rameter of a GridBean.
Environment parame-
ter, file parameter and
two special environment
parameter.
parameters: environment parameter and file parameter, as shown in Figure 3.5. Both, the
environment parameter and the file parameter must be translated to be integrated into the
job description for submission to a computational resources. The job description follows a
Grid standard, thus environment parameter and file parameter have a special location in the
complete job description. The translation of GridBean parameters is called post-processing.
The post-processing step is realised via post-processors. The main post-processors are the
environment parameter post-processors and the file input/output post-processors. Envi-
ronment parameter post-processors identify their related parameters via the name of a
parameter. Always, environment parameters are identified by their name. A non special
environment parameter, which do not have an own post-processor is processed by a global-
post-processor. The file input/output post-processors identify the type of the source or
target of a file. For each source and target type, there exist a special post-processors. The
post-processors have a fixed order. For sure, new post-processors can be included into the
post-processing procedure, this is mainly needed, if a new parameter or a new source or a
new target type is developed. We will introduce a new parameter within the scope of this
thesis, named ’SEQUENCE’, and the related post-processor. Additionally, we introduce a
new source type of files: database, and the related post-processor.
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3.3 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter introduced the Eclipse Rich Client Platform, which is a very promising frame-
work, with interesting techniques to adopt and extend new features. Graphical user in-
terfaces can be easily developed by building Eclipse plugins and by extensively use the
concept of extension points. In e-Science environments, Eclipse is a viable basis for build-
ing standalone applications and GUIs for Grid clients. An example, which is reviewed in
the Section 3.2, is the UNICORE Rich Client. It is an Eclipse-based Grid client to easy
access Grid infrastructures in general and UNICORE-based Grids in particular. Also, the
URC can be extended easily and provides a lot of base facilities for the support of scientific-
specific applications, in our context applications to solve complex biological problems. The
major benefit of URC is that it offers graphical representatives of applications, which allows
for easy creation and modification of Grid jobs executing scientific applications.
Chapter 4
Requirements of Biological
Applications in Grids
Biological applications are developed to solve and study biological problems. They are
the bridge between life science and computational science. The major scientific techniques
for biological applications arise from the areas of computer science, applied mathemat-
ics, statistics, chemistry and physics. Sub-areas of computational biology are molecular
dynamics and protein modeling, genomic sequence and polymorphism analysis, neuronal
networks, gene expression and regulation, evolution modeling, and biochemical pathway
analysis. In Section 4.1, a biological background is given briefly. Section 4.2 outlines an
overview of computational biology. Subareas of computational biological driven problems
are provided with a particular focus on molecular docking and molecular dynamics in Sec-
tion 4.3. These sections lay the foundation for our detailed statements of requirements of
biological applications within a Grid environment that are provided in Section 4.4. The
last section provides an overview to related work.
4.1 Biological Background
To lay a foundation for the requirement analysis process a biological background of
the areas of molecular dynamics, genomic and genes are shortly introduced. Please see
Figure 4.1 as an associated description.
The major difference in life on the earth is between eukaryoten and prokaryote.
Humans, plants, or animals are developed organisms, called eukaryoten. Bacteria and
archaea are lower forms of life, called prokaryote. Both forms of life exist as a cluster of
cells. The most important components in a cell are the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the
ribonucleic acid (RNA) and proteins. DNA stores the genetic material and is packed in
units called chromosomes. The chromosomes are hosted in the nucleolus for eukayote.
DNA is hosted uncontrolled in the cell for procaryots. The DNA is not only genetic
material, furthermore it stores important information to keep the cell and the organism
alive. The DNA is double stranded and consists of two anti-parallel chains built upon
four bases, adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G) and cytosine (C). Anti-parallel means
that the two strands are hook up in a predictable manner: A can only link with T and G
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Figure 4.1: This Figure shows the biological elements of life. The proteins are compounded
via the lock-key mechanism. Mostly, proteins are only chemical by active, if they are in a
protein compound.
can only link with C. When a cell divides the DNA will be blue printed with a very small
error rate. This mechanism is called ’replication’.
The proteins are considered as the building blocks of live. They catalyse almost all
chemical reactions in a cell, regulate gene activity and provide much of the cellular
structure. They are produced by the mechanisms of ’transcription’ and ’translation’.
The DNA can not be used to give pieces of information directly to the cell. For this,
the mechanism of ’transcription’, where parts of the DNA are copied, takes place. The
copies are called RNA. One RNA strand is a copy of a DNA region. That means, the
RNA holds special information for a special region, which codes for e.g. a special protein.
The RNA is single stranded and consists of a chain build upon four bases, adenine (A),
uracil (U), guanine (G) and cytosine (C), where U replaces the T of the DNA. The RNA
is responsible for a lot of things in the cell that are not fully detected until today. One
purpose of the RNA is to be translated into proteins. This process is called ’translation’.
A protein mainly consists of a combination of 20 amino acids. Amino acids for their part
consist of chemical atoms, like carbon or hydrogen. In the translation mechanism of RNA
three bases (one codon) are translated into one amino acid. That means there are 64
possible combinations of three bases to correspond to amino acids. For the fact that there
are just 20 amino acids, different base combinations can code the same amino acid. The
resulted proteins will fold during the translation process into an unique 3D shape. This
complex folding process is not fully reproduce-able until today. Proteins are molecules in
the cell and each has its own function. Often the function only arise, if a protein is in a
compound with other proteins. The binding of two proteins agrees with the lock-and-key
principle. The place, where a protein can bind to another molecule is called binding-site
or active-site. The active site is highly specially in structure and bonds. Next to the
three-dimensional structure (topology), the binding also depends on the interactions and
bonds between the two molecules. The stronger both molecules bind the better they
can work. In Figure 4.1, on the far right, a protein compound is shown. The yellow,
very small protein binds to the binding site of the blue, big protein. The special binding
process for example makes the research of new drugs very difficult, because it is the key
to a functioning protein.
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4.2 Computational biology
Computational Biology refers generally to biological applications, which are based on
mathematical modeling, computer simulations, data integration, and algorithm develop-
ment. Biological applications are meant for the generation of testable hypotheses about
biological entities and processes. But computational biology spans a wide variety of
biological areas, as examples molecular mechanics, protein modeling, genomic sequence,
polymorphism analysis, neuronal networks, gene expression, gene regulation, evolution
modeling and biochemical pathway analysis, to name a few. These areas are divided in
several subareas, which in turn provide different research approaches with a wide variety
of proposed biological applications. Therefore, this thesis restricts itself to one area and
focuses on molecular dynamics.
Todays computational biological problems are based on knowledge that arose from the
scientific progress made around the 1960s. The first important step was the development
of Watson and Crick of a double-helix model of the DNA [91]. Next, the genetic code
were cracked. In 1965 Margarete Dayhoff published the Atlas of Protein Sequences [55].
The Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm [75] and the Smith-Waterman [83] algorithm are
methods for comparing two sequences (DNA or Protein) for similarity and were developed
in 1970 and 1981. The first revolutionary biological application was developed in 1990
and provided a fast sequence similarity searching tool, BLAST (Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool) [43]. It is an important tool for the evolutionary research and the best
known biological application until today. The human genome project [19], which started
in 1990 changed the understanding of computational biology in basic. The aim of the
project was to determine the sequences of the chemical base pairs that make up the
human DNA and the identification of the genome in the human DNA, which contains
approximately 20,000-25,000 genes. The project was successfully finished in the year 2003.
A side effect of the human genome project was the insight that computational biology is
an information-based science and the next computational hurdle is to store and analyse
these biological data.
Thus in the last years of the human genome project, the broad development of high-
throughput measurement tools and high-throughput computing measurement strategies
started. In this development the demand of computational tools to store and analyse
recovered biological data has grown. Until today, this need is not slaked, because the data
knowledge and analysis of biological data is still rising on an ever increasing rate. Thus,
one of the major goals of modern bioinformatics is the storing and studying of bimolecular
data to provide a fundamental insight into life.
Biological science is very complex, time intensive and expensive, because the encompassing
study of all living organisms following a broad range of approaches, from the level of
molecules to the level of ecosystems. Computational biology can help to understand and
predict the behaviour of biological systems through the use of mathematical models and
simulation. Computational biology lays the foundation for in silico experiments [62]. In
silico is the analogy to in vitro and in vivo and refers to the computerised simulation
of biological processes, with the help of computational tools. In vitro means to perform
biological processes in an environment outside of a living organism, e.g. in a test tube.
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While in vivo is the experiment in the living organism.
Computational biological tools analyse large biological data sets of complex processes
to predict or reveal important biological behaviours. In fact, most problems, especially
those involving combinatorial optimisation, are very complex and cannot be solved in
a reasonable amount of time with ordinary computers, and thus raise the demand for
e-Science infrastructures.
4.3 Biological Sequences and Data Challenges in Grids
E-Science infrastructures, which mainly consist of resources and middleware that are well
interconnected, provide the computing power and data resource for complex biological
problem domains. Solutions to many important problems in biology, such as molecular
dynamic simulations, protein folding or gene expression profiling, have been effectively
enabled on the Grid by computer intensive application tools [46]. The two main Grid
infrastructures for computational science that include biological applications in Europe
are DEISA [7] (Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications)
and EGEE [10] (Enabling Grids for E-sciencE). Both offer a set of middleware services
to make Grid resources available to scientists 24 hours a day. Many projects, e.g.
XXLBIOMD [40] or OMII-Europe [25], use the services and resources provided by these
Grid infrastructures. Another example is the PUMA2 Project [69], which uses Grid
infrastructures to perform computationally intensive tasks for high-throughput genetic
sequence analysis and metabolic reconstructions from sequence data.
The large-scale in silico experiments, used in Grid infrastructures, are also seen to have
great potential in fields such as drug development. In this context, computational biology
may reduce the amount of animal or human testing necessary, because researcher can
predict with the help of e-science applications, a small enclosing area of promising drugs.
One example for this is the WISDOM project [39]. It uses a Grid based molecular modeling
workflow, named as virtual screening to discover new drugs, in particular against malaria.
It uses the EGEE infrastructure for molecular docking and the DEISA infrastructure
for molecular dynamics simulation in silico experiments. Molecular docking [85] is a
method that predicts the binding (docking) of two molecules to one molecule complex.
This binding prediction is very difficult and computational intensive, because it depends
on many factors. The interaction of molecules is modeled by a scoring function, which
includes terms that describes the inter- and intra molecular energy. Molecular docking is
computed via tools such as FlexX [11] or AutoDock [4].
The docking methods have been significantly improved in the last decade, but a general
opinion is, that docking results need to be post-processed by more accurate molecular
modeling tools, such as molecular dynamics. Started with 1.000.000 molecular dockings,
the best 10% hits are taken to be post-processed by a molecular dynamic (MD) [76, 42]
tool. MD simulates the motion of a molecule compound to analyse and validate the
complete docking process. In short, a MD application simulates the behaviour of the
interaction of two molecules over a specific time in a specific system. The essence of
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molecular dynamics simulations is to treat all atoms of a system under a classical mechanic
consideration. The equation of the motion and the interaction between all atoms are
numerically integrated in the simulation. The interactions are divided in non-bounded
and bounded interactions. A potential function can describe these forces on all atoms and
integrate in time to calculate Newton’s equations of motion for all atoms in the system.
The main result of such a calculation is a trajectory of all atoms in time: coordinates and
velocities of all atoms at any simulation step.
The molecular dynamic simulation processes is realised via highly scalable MD simulation
packages, e.g. AMBER [1], NAMD [21] or GROMACS [18]. These packages offer different
kinds of small programs, summarised in a software package. The AMBER molecular
dynamic simulation package is used as an example in the scope of this thesis. In Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2: The left side shows a selection of programs of the AMBER package. The right
side shows a minimal sequence of programs and its phases.
the AMBER simulation package is shown on the left side. The list shows only a subset
of AMBER programs, because in total it consist of about 50 programs. The right side
of the Figure, shows a minimal sequence of a molecular dynamic simulation. For the
execution of a molecular dynamic simulation three main linear phases are essential. First,
a preparation or creation of the input data is done, e.g. converting their formats or adding
missing atoms. In the minimal sequence this step is represented via the program tLEaP.
The next phase is the simulation, in which the molecules are simulated via a numerical
normalisation method. This method uses well-known laws, theories and algorithms from
mathematics, computer science, physics and chemistry, foremost thermodynamics and
kinetics. In the minimal sequence, the simulation program is sander. Finally, several
results of the simulation are analysed and evaluated. This analysis is done in the minimal
sequence by the program ptraj.
It is very important to understand that the execution of the series of programs in Grid in-
frastructures must be strictly split into two different kinds. One is the well known method
of coarse-grained Grid workflows that refer to a series of distributed executions performed
on geographically dispersed Grid resources, because each execution step is represented by
one single job. Thus the executions are executed on several CPUs and different job working
directories typically in parallel on the Grid. Furthermore, the execution environments must
not be connected, and thus the executions are independent. In contrast, the second kind
is the fine-grained sequence. This is the execution of programs on a single Grid resource
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(i.e. Supercomputer) and one job working environment. It enables executions to run one
after another in the same environment to avoid unnecessary transfers of large data sets
between different, geographically distributed Grid resources. This is beneficiary since the
output of one job is the input of a subsequent job, as in the applications described above.
Like evaluated in Section 2.2, e-Science applications, like molecular dynamic simulations
raise the demand of being supported in Grid clients. Thus, Grid Clients raise the demand
of being supported to enable the sequence method for e-Science applications in Grid clients.
The first demands in bioinformatics were only based on data storage and management.
The human genome project, mentioned above, created a huge amount of data, namely
the human genetic material, all sequences of 23 chromosomes (as example, the human
chromosome 10 consists of 131,666,441 base pairs [56]). Consequentially, this sequences
had to be analysed by biological applications to gather feasible information. Biological
applications require data inputs, to be executed, biological data require biological appli-
cations to become evaluable. As example, for a MD simulation a force field that describes
potential energy in a system, Cartesian coordinates for each atom of each molecule and
topologies of the interacting bonds is required.
Since biological applications require biological data and researchers are organised in
geographically dispersed teams, they need to extract information from large collections of
data and would like to share and reuse data results of distributed resources to conduct
computational applications in different locations around the world. In order to tackle the
data resource challenges, Grid infrastructures provide services for data intensive computing
applications [46] to access seamless and scalable different distributed resources, especially
data resources. In order to obtain biological significant data for biological applications,
it is desirable to use Grid environments to access data resources and perform application
executions, e.g molecular dynamics, on the well-connected computational resources. In
this context, one fundamental challenge arises due to the fact how to store biological data.
Because of the large amount of public databases and their quality limitations, researchers
use private databases. Private databases have the benefits of quality meeting own stan-
dards and that experiment results as well as different kinds of data can be stored together.
Another aspect is, that private databases can be easy shared in e-Science infrastructures
worldwide, by today’s technologies, e.g. database access middlewares. Private databases
can also vary in their types, e.g. relational databases [54] or XML databases [52]. There is
an approach to store biological data in different kinds of storage methods, because biologi-
cal data can be very different, e.g. in size and type. Thus, biological data is stored as plain
text or numbers in a database. But large files are typically stored in a remote storage and
its logical file name is saved in the database URL combined with metadata. Following,
biological applications in e-Science environments require well-connections to databases
and data storages. As described in Section 2.2, scientists use Grid clients to get access to
Grid resources, which thus implies the demand of supporting access to biological databases.
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4.4 Requirement Analysis for Client Support
Today’s Grid infrastructures offer a large variety of services and distributed resources
to provide among others large amounts of storage and compute power. In fact, Grids
appear as a very promising technology to improve the virtual screening process by providing
the connectivity between compute and storage resources to efficiently perform molecular
dynamic simulations. As identified in previous sections, scientists raise the demand of
biological applications and data access support in clients. From a high-level perspective, the
identified requirements for support of biological applications in clients are the possibility to
define sequences of programs and database access. Therefore, the aim of this thesis should
be to satisfy these requirements by the provisioning of a design enabled in a suitable Grid
client technology. Naturally, these requirements demand that the development implies as
few as possible changes at the server tier. As a following benefit, the development will be
independent of the underlying infrastructure.
Molecular
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Sequence
GUI
Sequence
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Figure 4.3: The four requirements for Client support of biological applications in e-Science
infrastructures, with a particular focus on molecular dynamics
In the scope of this thesis, molecular dynamic simulation packages represent the biological
application, because computational biology spans a broad variety of biological applica-
tions, too broad to mind them all. We do this without imitating the generality, as other
biological applications (and from any science area) refer to the same properties, demands,
behaviours and consequently to the same requirements as molecular dynamic simulation
tools. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3 via a cloud that represents biological applications
and in particular molecular dynamics that are built on two major requirements, fine-
grained sequences and database access. In more detail, we thus identify the requirements
as Sequence Modeling, Sequence GUI, Database Browsing and Data Input.
Molecular dynamic simulation packages consist of many small programs, and a simulation
process consists of a sequence of programs. Additionally, the programs are depend on the
data, preceding them in the sequence executions. That means, an output file from one
program can be the input file of a subsequent one. An example is the preparation phase of
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a simulation, where the input files are prepared for the next phase that is the simulation
phase. In many Grids however, the method of sequences is not yet supported. Nevertheless,
these sequences of programs are required in clients for the efficient support of molecular
dynamic simulation packages in Grid infrastructures, and can be further clarified as follows:
• Sequence Modeling The support of sequences of programs that are part of molec-
ular dynamic simulation packages requires a basic data model.
This model must describe the sequence of programs as well as
the parameter of each program.
• Sequence GUI The sequence also requires a GUI to be effectively used by sci-
entists, since they are not computer specialists and only have
a benefit of the sequence method, if they can conveniently use
it in a GUI. This interface should offer possibilities to define
individual sequences and parameters for each program as well
as defining the sequence order without being to complicated to
be used. The existing job submission service should be usable
in this context.
Another major requirement is the database support since most biological applications are
based on biological data (see Section 4.2). Calculations, simulations and experiments are
dependent of the input data that is modified and analysed during execution. Biological
data is stored in databases and thus should be accessible via a Grid Client.
Since private databases became widely known and researchers share databases for different
types of data, it is very important for researchers to have access to databases that also is
further clarified as follows:.
• Database Browsing Before using any kind of data as input for biological applica-
tions, data needs to be analysed and examined. Following the
prerequisite for data input from databases is the possibility of
browsing databases and tables. This must be easily possible
with GUIs.
• Database Inputs Biological applications raise the requirement to fetch data
from databases as input. Thus it is required to allow con-
venient database access and easy-to-use database file import.
As a further requirement, data can only be used as input,
if it is available on the target system, where the application
runs. Therefore, data must be transfered between data re-
sources and computational resources within the Grid environ-
ment transparently to the scientists. Additionally, the selected
data should then be transfered with a high performance to the
computational resource, without being performed manually by
the scientists.
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4.5 Related Work
The UNICORE Rich Client, introduced in Section 3.2 is only one option to access Grid
resources in a graphical client. Many other tools can also be used to access computing
resources. Additionally, there are already a lot of tools enabling the use of biological
applications in Grids. In the following section we review related work and give some
examples of other graphical user interfaces to access Grid infrastructures and software
tools that support biological applications.
4.5.1 UNICORE Clients
The UNICORE middleware can be accessed via several different client tools. UNICORE
specific ones are a command line based client named UCC [34], a Swing based GPE
application client [79], and A high-level API, named HiLA [73]. The UCC is very low-level
and allows for job submission, fetch output, different file transfers and administrative use,
via a command line terminal. It can also be extended in various ways by using Java-based
Groovy scripts. Example extensions are a Chemomentum project [6] workflow extension
and a Common Information Service [72] extension.
The GPE application client, on the other hand, is a graphical client that offers easy
single job submission mechanisms for applications based on GridBeans. It is only
extensible via GridBeans, which extends the client functionalities with a particular
focus on one particular application represented by the corresponding GridBean. For
this client, several GridBeans for biological applications exist, for example a BLAST
GridBean [43]. The HiLA client offers a single interface with multiple providers to
easy develop clients and higher level services for accessing different back-end Grid
environments. In the context of UNICORE, the HiLA API provides two back end im-
plementations at the moment, for UNICORE 5 and a Web service based UNICORE 6 API.
To sum up, all UNICORE Clients offer seamless mechanisms to access Grid infrastructures
via the UNICORE middleware. They provide mechanisms for submitting and managing
jobs, use file transfer and administrate certain configuration options. But neither of them
is Eclipse-based nor offers a convenient access to database resources. Only the GPE appli-
cation client has a graphical support for applications and already integrates some biological
applications via extended GridBeans. But this client do not support any type of sequence
representation for biological applications.
4.5.2 The g-Eclipse Project
The European g-Eclipse project [12], developed an integrated workbench framework to
access existing Grid infrastructures. The extensible framework is based on the Eclipse Rich
Client Platform and provides a Grid model to seamlessly integrate Grid resources. The
access is independent of the underlying Grid middleware, and thus the project supports
a set of connectors for different middlewares, in particular to gLite [14], GRIA [17] and
Amazon Web Services [5].
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The central access points in g-Eclipse are virtual organisations, which are often represented
with different concepts in different Grid middlewares. Thus, each user must be a member
in at least one virtual organisation to get authorised and access resources and services
within Grid infrastructures. One VO access to a Grid infrastructure is realised via a
so-called Grid project. For example, a Grid project manages computing resources, storage
resources and services. A connection in a project can be established to a local or remote
file system. User can manage the files stored on local or remote file system via the file
management. The Grid job management allows for the creation and management of Grid
jobs.
In order to submit jobs to Grids, g-Eclipse offers a Grid Job wizard to create job
descriptions, which can then be send to a target system. Workflows, consisting of
single sub-jobs and can be created via a light-weight graphical editor. The workflows
are translated to middleware specific workflow descriptions, but currently only for
the middleware gLite. Another interesting approach is that Grid Applications can be
developed within g-Eclipse development tools, debugger and monitor. These tools allow
for the development of various applications, e.g. from computational biology domains.
They can be deployed on single Grid nodes within the users home directory or can be
uploaded to a Grid application repository for later usage or automatic installation on
remote Grid nodes. A graphical support in g-Eclipse for these applications is not provided.
To sum up, the g-Eclipse Grid Client allows for the access of existing Grid infrastruc-
tures via various middleware systems, and VOs authorization mechanisms. The integrated
middleware systems are GRIA, gLite and Amazon Web Services, while g-Eclipse still lacks
the support of UNICORE. Additionally, users can submit and manage jobs, or access file
resources, but they can not access database resources. All in all, users can develop various
applications, but they can not use them within a graphical interface in g-Eclipse. Addi-
tionally, g-Eclipse do not offer any support for applications used in a sequence manner.
4.5.3 Parallel Tools Platform
The Parallel Tools Platform (PTP) project [29] is an official Eclipse project that was
established in 2005 by Los Alamos National Laboratories. It aims to develop an open-
source industry-strength platform for the development of parallel applications, with the
properties of being robust, portable, and scalable parallel. The platform integrates a
wide variety of tools for parallel programming development, currently scalable parallel
debugging, parallel performance analysis, and runtime tools as well as parallel IDEs for
several parallel architectures and runtime systems. More recently, the developers also
work on tools to access Grid middlewares such as UNICORE. For now, the target system
connection is established via a proxy protocol that communicates with a light-weight agent
running in the remote system. Additionally, PTP provides a remote services abstraction
layer that allow for a uniform access of local and remote computing and storage resources,
but except from databases.
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To sum up, PTP provides a rich platform for parallel application developers and is specif-
ically optimized for parallel programs in general that use the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) [63] for communication, but lacks sufficient support for particular biological appli-
cations currently deployed in Grids. Additionally, PTP do not provide a mechanism of
using developed parallel applications in a graphical user interface.
4.5.4 Other Tools in Bioinformatics
Beside the above described Eclipse-based and/or Grid-able client platforms, there are a
wide variety of tools in bioinformatics, supporting biological applications. This section
highlights a few examples starting with the BioWMS [48] (Web-based Workflow Manage-
ment System for bioinformatics) that supports the execution and result management of
biological workflows. This system is implemented with an agent-based mobile computing
middleware, which allows for a loosely-coupled intelligent execution of activity-based
applications in distributed infrastructures. BioWMS offers a Web-based GUI to create
workflows and enable users to add application domain features via embedding domain-
specific component libraries into the agents. But BioWMS neither offers access to
biological databases nor offers data inputs from databases during job execution.
Another software tool that provides the dynamically creation of workflows of sequence
analyses is Pegasys [82]. It provides a GUI based workflow mechanism with a unified data
model to store results. Other sequence analysis tools can be added to the Pegasys system
via small parameter overheads. File inputs can not be taken from databases and the ex-
ecution of workflows are executed in parallel on a computer cluster if they are independent.
Another approach to support biological applications is the discovery net system [81]. It
is a middleware system, which allows developers to integrate biological analysis tools,
which can be accessed by clients via Web services. Workflows can be created in clients by
connecting resources and services, based on the XML-based language Discovery Process
Mark-up Language. Databases are integrated resources for literature analysis and file
type definition.
To sum up, typically tools in bioinformatics use Grids or computational cluster as execution
environments, but are mostly specialised for biological domains, e.g. sequence analysis.
Discovery net system is the only tool that integrates databases, but job inputs taken from
databases are not supported. Pegasys offers an own database model which is integrated
to store results. The BioWMS tool explicitly supports sequences of programs in a Grid
environment, but lacks required data support features.
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4.6 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter clarified that the area of computational biology is very wide and biological
applications can differ from each other. Nevertheless, a wide variety of these applications
can significantly benefit from Grid infrastructures, which are a suitable technology to per-
form large scale computing and run data intensive biological applications.
The biological background in the area of genetics was given in Section 4.1 to better under-
stand the function of biological applications and thus the identified requirements. There-
fore, Section 4.2 reviewed computational biology in many aspects. Section 4.3 outlined the
use of computational biology in the Grid. This section described in detail the biological
application example identified as molecular dynamics (MD), which is used as a complex
example throughout in this thesis. Furthermore, this section introduced the demand of bio-
logical applications for the support of sequences of programs. These sequences of programs
are necessary for applications, which consist of a set of small programs. These programs
are typically executed one after another in a sequence, because output data from programs
must be piped to input data of the subsequent programs. This support is necessary in Grid
clients to enable biological scientists an abstract use of biological applications and Grid re-
sources. Additionally, this section outlined, that biological applications are typically data
dependent, therefore access to biological databases is required.
Section 4.5 reviewed other UNICORE-based, Eclipse-based or biological application en-
abling software tools. The result taken from these analyses is that non of these tools
supports the combination of a graphical application support in clients, the support of
sequences of programs, database access and non domain-specific client application exten-
sibility. Based on this facts, the aim of this thesis is to develop a powerful graphical client
support that enables the use of sequences of programs and database access, as well as being
extensible to support various different applications.
To conclude the requirement analysis, the two major requirements are sequence support
and database access in clients to support biological applications in e-Science environments.
These requirements have to be satisfied with approaches that not break usual design prin-
ciples of Grid infrastructures nor significantly change the technologies that are already
deployed on Grid infrastructures. In more detail with respect to the clarification of the
both major requirements, four concrete requirements are: sequence modeling, sequence
graphical user interface, database browsing and database inputs. The sequence modeling
aspect requires a method to model sequences of programs, collected in an application pack-
age. These models require a graphical user interface to enable users to build and execute
sequence jobs. The sequence method enables the execution of programs in a sequence to
avoid transfer of data between different geographically distributed Grid resources. The
programs also require data from databases, thus a database data input method is required.
While databases store large amounts of data, it must be possible to browse databases and
tables by scientists ideally using the same client that is used to submit computational jobs
later.
Chapter 5
Design of the Client Support for
Biological Applications
The design presented in this Chapter has been developed with a focus on an Eclipse-based
client support in order to facilitate the use of biological applications in e-Science infras-
tructures. The requirement analysis identified four main requirements, which must be
met by the developed framework to satisfy the support of such applications, in particular
molecular dynamic simulation packages. The requirements can be differentiated into two
main categories, sequence requirements and database access requirements. The sequence
requirement main aspects are sequence modeling and sequence GUI support, in particular
the possibility to define and create sequences of programs of molecular dynamic applica-
tion packages. In contrast, the database access main aspects are database browsing and
database inputs, in particular the integration of databases into Grids to enable database
access and data services in Grid clients. The design in this chapter fulfills the four identi-
fied requirements. In Section 5.1 we describe how the solution presented in this thesis is
embedded in the greater architectural framework of UNICORE-based Grids. The detailed
design is then described in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3.
5.1 Basic Architecture
The client support of biological applications in e-Science infrastructures in this thesis is
based on the environment of the UNICORE middleware. The UNICORE 6 [36] middleware
offers a ready-to-run, seamless, and secure Grid system and also provides a powerful Eclipse
Rich Client Platform-based client, the UNICORE Rich Client (URC) (see Chapter 3.2).
Since the users of scientific applications are often not computer specialists, they need a
user-friendly GUI in order to effectively use Grids in general and the functionalities of
UNICORE in particular. The URC provides many possibilities to use conveniently a wide
variety of Grid resources and services. With its plugin mechanism, it also provides the
extensibility to support the access to various Grid resources in general and numerous
scientific applications in particular. Due to these capabilities of the URC, the approach
and design principles rely on this technology and are thus embedded on the client-level of
the greater Grid architecture.
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Figure 5.1: The design of the URC enhancements within the UNICORE architecture
The client tier in the UNICORE three tier architecture, provides the URC, as shown in
Figure 5.1. The URC offers a ServiceBrowser that provides a view to all Grid resources
and services, as well as a job view to create and modify application jobs. In this context,
one goal of the design is to allow the use of molecular dynamic application packages, e.g.
AMBER [1]. This design also contains a mechanisms to create sequences of programs
from a set of supported programs by such respective packages. An example of a minimal
sequence was illustrated in Figure 4.2 in Section 4.2. In this context, our design provides
a graphical interface in the job view. The sequence creation and correspondent GUI are
represented in Figure 5.1 by (A). Additionally, the design offers the possibility to assign
input files from databases for each program by browsing databases and selecting required
files. This selection is represented in Figure 5.1 by (B). The created sequence in turn is
send as a job description (see Section 2.1 and Section 2.2) to the server tier, a middleware
system (i.e. UNICORE). In Figure 5.1, this important step is described by (C). The
job is processed by the middleware, which includes the substitution of environment
parameters by the help of the UNICORE Incarnation Data Base (IDB) (see Section 2.1),
and the files are transferred from databases or GridFTP-enabled Storage to the job
execution environment at the target system tier. Finally, the sequence of programs is
send to one specific target system and each program is executed in the execution environ-
ment, one after another, or more precisely: in a sequential order. This is illustrated via (D).
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The design satisfies an important aspect of the requirements in terms of changing the over-
all environment or technologies. Hence, these steps only require very small configuration
setups on the server tier, in particular an IDB entry for the molecular dynamic simula-
tion package in UNICORE. Another requirement is the database connection at the server
tier that must be established and can be realised via different database access tools, e.g.
AMGA [2], OGSA-DAI [24] or GRelC [16]. These tools enable databases in Grids and can
be accessed via common Grid protocols, e.g. Web services.
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Figure 5.2: The plugin architecture of the developed enhancements in URC and GPE.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the extensible design of the new client site enhancements of the URC.
These consist of a GPE-Sequence-Extension, EclipseSequencePlugin, DatabaseService-
Browser and GPE-SWT-Extension. The GPE-Sequence-Extension and the GPE-SWT-
Extension are GPE API extensions, responsible for the basic methods of sequence sup-
port and to allow for purely SWT-based user interfaces. The EclipseSequencePlugin and
DatabaseServiceBrowser are URC plugins. They extend the URC to enable the possibility
of using sequences as well as having seamless database access.
To satisfy the Eclipse-based client requirement, the designed GPE-SWT-Extension is neces-
sary, because the existing Swing solution (see Section 2.3) can not accomplish this require-
ment. Hence, the GPE-SWT-Extension provides data controls for the native Eclipse-based
Standard Widget Toolkit (see Section 3.1.1), particularly for all widgets of SWT, e.g. text
field, combo box. They provide SWT interfaces for the GridBean plugins and GridBean
panels.
The other extensions and plugins are described in detail in the following sections. In this
context, we grouped the GPE-Sequence-Plugin and EclipseSequencePlugin to the area of
Sequence Enhancements in Section 5.2. The DatabaseServiceBrowser is described in the
Section 5.3 with respect to the two different aspects of database browsing and database
file import capabilities.
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5.2 Sequence Enhancements
One requirement, identified in our requirement analysis, is the possibility to define fine-
grained sequences of programs in e-Science clients. Such programs are collected in appli-
cation packages, e.g. for molecular dynamics the AMBER [1] or NAMD [21] software. The
enhancements required for the design of sequence support are based on a URC plugin and
a GPE extension. In this context, a new design for sequence modeling as well as for the
graphical illustration of sequences within in the URC was developed. Since all application
models in the URC are realised via GridBeans (see Section 2.3), it is required that the de-
sign of sequence models is also realised via GridBeans. The design features of the sequence
modeling are: linear execution of the sequences, possibility to a freely selected sequence of
programs as well as choose-able parameter and input files for each program in each step of
the sequence. In the following a design specification of our solution for sequence support is
given while the aspect of sequence modeling in Section 5.2.1 and the GUI client extensions
is described in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.1 Sequence Modeling via the GPE-Sequence-Extension
The basic idea of the design of fine-grained sequence modeling is to develop an approach
that fulfils sequence support demands by still matching the existing design of GPE and
the URC.
MD Package
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Figure 5.3: The
parent GridBean
stores a sequence
of programs, rep-
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dren GridBeans.
The developed design concept of the GPE-Sequence-Extension extends
the GPE API, and provides base types as well as special techniques to
model sequences of programs and a new post-processor method to cre-
ate the responsible Grid job description parts, shown in Figure 5.1 by
(1). Basically, all GridBeans extend a basic GridBean model, provided
by the API of the GPE. This is required to be correctly loaded into
the URC. Thus, the key factor of the newly developed technique of
sequence modeling is the new introduced GridBean model for a spe-
cific application package. Applying this, the package GridBean can
describe a sequence of programs and is correctly loaded into the URC.
Additionally, the developed technique includes that each program is
also represented as a GridBean model. These program GridBean mod-
els can store typical parameter and some additional information, e.g.
command line parameters of the program. All in all, the design follows
a parent-child model and is shown in Figure 5.3. The parent GridBean
model represents the application package, for instance a molecular dy-
namic simulation package. Child GridBean models represent programs
in the sequence. In Figure 5.3 a minimal model for a simulation is de-
signed by using the sequence of programs: program1 → program2 →
program3.
The developed sequence modeling technique also requires a new
method to produce job descriptions. This new post-processing method
produces a job description for a sequence of programs, particularly for
the parent GridBean and its child GridBeans.
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5.2.2 Sequence Graphical Interface via the EclipseSequencePlugin
The EclipseSequencePlugin provides the GUI to create sequences of programs. Because
of the fact that the sequence design is independent of a special application, the Eclipse-
SequencePlugin provides a new extension point for the addition of programs. The plugin
manages extended GridBean implementations and provides generic GUIs. Parent Grid-
Bean models, like the scientific molecular dynamic simulation package, are integrated into
the URC via the known load mechanism (see Section 3.2.3). This application packages are
presented via a typical job view in the URC. This view shows the three generic panels (see
Section 3.2.3) to provide basic services and options for job submission. The application
package generic panel offers a selection mechanism for the sequence of programs to the
user, as shown in Figure 5.1 by (2). It creates panels for each program to let the user
modify parameter and input/output files.
5.3 Enabling Database Access
As stated in the requirements, database access is essential for the here proposed design.
The previous described parts support biological applications, while this section involves
databases as Grid resources into the three tier architecture by making use of an existing
database access software, such as OGSA-DAI [24], AMGA [2] or GRelC [16]. In fact,
database resources are mainly very heterogeneous on the physical and logical level, and
data management. Due to this, database access tools typically provide uniform interfaces
to access database resources (i.e. WS-DAIS OGF standard [44]). To enable database
access in the URC, both data browsing and database file input have been considered in
the design. These two URC extensions are incorporated in the DatabaseServiceBrowser
plugin. In Section 5.3.1 we describe the design of browsing data and in Section 5.3.2 we
show the design of data import.
5.3.1 Database Browsing via the DatabaseServiceBrowser
Data and metadata for biological applications are stored typically in private databases. To
let the user select the right data or analyse application results, the developed Database-
ServiceBrowser provides services to establish a direct access from the client to databases.
This part is illustrated in Figure 5.1 by (3). These new client functionalities enable to
browse data that is stored in database tables. In addition, the DatabaseServiceBrowser
provides functionalities to design and make SQL1 queries to database tables. In the URC,
Databases are represented via a new extension as Grid resource in the Grid Browser. The
design of the new database Grid Browser resource offers several well defined actions for
database resources. Among typical actions, it is possibility to view contents of databases
and table schema’s. The developed design also provides a view of table datasets and results
of small or complex queries. Database resources as well as database tables and queries are
shown in the Grid browser. Of course, they act on different levels of the Grid tree in the
Grid Browser(see Section 3.2.2).
1SQL (Structured Query Language) is a standard database language to manage relational databases,
as well as to define, query or update data, stored in relational databases.
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5.3.2 Database Inputs via the DatabaseServiceBrowser
Another design feature of database access is the possibility to obtain data inputs from
databases. The DatabaseServiceBrowser provides databases as a new source type for files
in the URC. As shown in Figure 5.1 (4), data stored in databases can be selected as input
for Grid application jobs. The developed design of this feature extends the URC file input
mechanism. One important extension provides a selection mechanism for database items.
This selection mechanism implies a manual selection that is support with a wizard feature.
This wizard guides the user through a selection, in which a database resource, a table,
a column and a row conveniently can be selected. Internally, it makes use of the Grid
browser and a filter mechanism for database resources. As a side-remark, this wizard
should be extensible in order to meet special needs of the scientists. Another extension is a
special database input file post-processor (see Section 3.2.3). It is responsible for the files,
whose sources are denoted as database. The post-processor translates database metadata
into a file input command that is integrated into the Grid job description. Based on this
precise description, the file transfer is then handled by the Grid middleware system (i.e.
UNICORE).
5.4 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, an overview of the main architectural design is shown. In particular, it
offers a detailed description of the four main developed parts, which are sequence modeling,
sequence graphical user interface, database browsing and database data input. In the
context of sequence support, the design of the sequence model and graphical illustration
for sequences are described in detail. Here, the key features of the sequence model is
the representation of an application package as parent GridBean and the sequence of
programs as child GridBeans. As a side effect, the design concept leads to an GPE-
Sequence-Extension. The key feature dealing with the graphical illustration for sequences
is developed in the EclipseSequencePlugin and offers additionally an extension point to
add other programs and their panels later. This is especially useful once a new application
package version includes a new program to be supported. Database access is realised via
a database access tool at the server tier and the DatabaseServiceBrowser as a URC plugin
at the client tier. The DatabaseServiceBrowser plugin provides database browsing and
database file input mechanisms.
To conclude, the design of sequence support and database access are the features to provide
scientists with a strong support for biological applications. The sequence design makes use
of the database access to enable the scientists to load data typically stored in databases.
These data is used as inputs for programs of the sequence that in turn are sequentially
executed on a single particular Grid resource.
Chapter 6
Design Implementation and
Evaluation
This chapter describes the implementation of the proposed design of the client support for
biological applications. In order to proof that this design meet the requirements of real
world applications, an evaluation of a use case taken from the WISDOM workflow is also
provided in this Chapter. The four basic design elements that have been implemented are
the GPE-Sequence-Extension and EclipseSequencePlugin, whose implementations are de-
scribed in detail in Section 6.1, the DatabaseServiceBrowser that is described in Section 6.2
and the GPE-SWT-Extension, which is described in Section 6.3.
6.1 Implementations of Sequences
The design in Chapter 5 introduced the core building blocks of sequence support for
biological applications. Based on this, the intention of this section is to describe how
the sequence modeling implementation and sequence GUI implementation fit into the
UNICORE Rich Client, how both work and how they complement each other.
The implementation is fundamentally based on the load mechanism for application
description archives of the URC. This raises the demand for a basic model that represents
a sequence of programs, and a mechanism to dynamically add and remove programs.
Needless to say, the application package, as well as the sequence and all programs require
a GUI. In order to satisfy these requirements, the GPE-Extension provides basic types and
models for sequences, the EclipseSequencePlugin provides an extensible framework,to add
further program implementations, and GUI elements for programs. These implementations
are described in detail in Section 6.1.1 and Section 6.1.2, respectively.
6.1.1 GPE-Sequence-Extension
As part of GPE, the application description archives (see Chapter 2.3) consist of three
parts, namely the Model, Plugins and Panels. The implementation reuses the application
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description archive loading, by separating the application package from programs. Such an
application package description archive thus only holds information about the application
package. In this context, a new mechanism to define application package GridBean
Models, namely a abstract Sequence GridBean Model, was developed. Because of these
developments, the load mechanism has to be extended to enable the loading of the
application packages and their responsible programs as well as GUIs.
Program1
Program2
Program n
Parent GridBean Model
Children GridBean
Models
SEQUENCE
Parameter
Figure 6.1: The
’SEQUENCE’
Parameter of the
parent GridBean
stores an ordered
list of children
GridBeans.
The GPE-Sequence-Extension implements the idea of the design
of sequence modeling, which was described in Section 5.2.1. The
new introduced method for sequence modeling manages applica-
tion packages as parent and maps programs as child GridBean
children. Therefore a new GridBean Model type for application
packages was developed. In this parent GridBean Model, a new
GridBean parameter named ’SEQUENCE’ was developed. This
parameter stores a list with GridBean Models of the children,
which in turn represent the user selected sequence of programs.
Figure 6.1 shows the parent GridBean Model and the ordered
list of child GridBean Models, saved in the new ’SEQUENCE’
parameter.
As described in Chapter 3.2.3, each special environment parameter
requires a special post-processor. Therefore a new post-processor
specialised for the parameter name ’SEQUENCE’ was also devel-
oped. This post-processor translates the sequence of programs by
creating the commands and values for each program. The commands
and values in turn stored in each child GridBean as parameter.
Each parameter stores a command and the value, modified via
the GUI elements by the user. The commands and values are
then integrated sequentially into one script. This emerging script
then represents the command line for the sequence of programs.
This script is an essential element to be used in conjunction with
the Grid job description for submission of the job to the Grid
middleware.
The newly developed Sequence GridBean Model of the application package description
archive is loaded into the URC via the standard load-mechanism. The Model links the
load-mechanism to a newly developed SequencePlugin, which is a redesign of the standard
GPE plugin type. This new SequencePlugin type represents the interface for the newly
introduced parent GridBean model for application packages. As a side remark, the Se-
quencePlugin naming is because of historical causes and has nothing in common with the
EclipseSequencePlugin. The new load mechanism, of the application package description
archives, shown in Figure 6.2, extends the standard load mechanism of the GPE4Eclipse
plugin (see 3.2.3). During the load process, the new SequencePlugin forwards the parent
GridBean Model via a ModelFactoryConfigurator to the graphical user interface of the
job view of the URC. The ModelFactoryConfigurator is the link between the application
package description archive and the EclipseSequencePlugin. The parent GridBean Model
defines a program-list of possible programs that is evaluated by the EclipseSequencePlugin.
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Figure 6.2: The extended load mechanism: the URC loads the Plugin of the application
package description archive. The Plugin forwarded to the ModelFactoryConfigurator that
links to the EclipseSequencePlugin.
To sum up, we reused the basic method of application description archive loading of the
URC. The extended load mechanism links the SequencePlugin to the EclipseSequence-
Plugin, which in turn then creates the job view responsible for the application package
GridBean Model. The new Model type for parent GridBean stores available programs and
offers a new parameter named ’SEQUENCE’, which stores the sequence of program Grid-
Beans selected by the user. Finally, all developments can be used in any kind of application
and are thus not application-specific.
6.1.2 The EclipseSequencePlugin
The EclipseSequencePlugin is an extensible framework that aims to deploy new application
packages and provide GUIs for application packages and their programs. The fundamental
idea is to support any application package, because many of them raise the demand
of a sequential execution of their programs. Thus, we designed a dynamic framework
that is extensible via plugins to add application packages and their programs. Another
aspect is that for each program a GUI is required. Therefore the framework implements a
dynamical build of GUI panels for programs. The EclipseSequencePlugin is extensible via
a new developed extension point to plug in new program definitions. The extension point
attributes consist of a fully qualified name of the program, a GridBean Model instance
of the program, and a fully qualified name of a Panel Factory. All registered extensions,
in this extension point are handled by a so called ApplicationManager (compare to Fig-
ure 6.2). The ApplicationManager is a singleton and the core of this developed framework.
It sorts the extended GridBean Models into a ProgramModelRegistry, that maps the
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Figure 6.3: The left side shows the selection mechanism to define a sequence, the right side
shows tab-panels for each program to modify certain program parameter.
program name to a program Model. The extended program GridBean Model must extend
an AbstractProgramModel. This base model provides several parameter and methods,
which program models have in common, e.g. a parameter that stores the command line.
Additionally, the Panel Factory is sorted into a PanelRegsitry, by mapping the name of
the program to the Panel Factory. We have implemented one universal PanelFactory, but
Panel Factories can also be extended to fit special needs. The developed PanelFactory pro-
vides an implementation, which creates a graphical user interface for each program. The
programs GUIs offer graphical widgets for the parameters that are defined in the GridBean
model. The ApplicationManager also manages the loading of the job view for an appli-
cation package. Figure 6.3 shows a screen-shot of the application package job view. The
application package job view offers four panels. The three generic panels, Resource panel,
File panel and Variables panel (described in 3.2.3), and our newly developed Sequence
panel. This panel shows at the left side, a selection mechanism to create a sequence
of programs. On the right side the panel shows a tab-panel-view that provides a tab
for each program in the sequence in order a tab is shown to modify the program parameter.
The GUI of a job is created via selecting an application package, e.g. AMBER [1].
The URC loads the application package description archive, which delegates the parent
GridBean via the ModelConfigurator to the ApplicationManager. The ApplicationMan-
ager creates the newly developed Sequence panel by selecting available programs in the
corresponding application package. The ApplicationManager creates the program list by
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evaluating the program-list, given in the application description archive, in particular in
the application package GridBean Model, and combine these with the available programs
in the EclipseSequencePlugin via extension points. The user can now create in the
Sequence panel an ordered sequence of programs while multi-selection of one program is
possible. The button ’show Program Panels’ creates the model and GUI for each program
that is defined in the sequence. The GridBean models are saved in the ’SEQUENCE’
parameter of the parent GridBean. The panel for each program is automatically build
via the corresponding Panel Factory, via representing each parameter of the GridBean
model by a corresponding graphical widget. The program panel state and program model
state require to be consistent. Therefore, the existing consistency mechanism from GPE
(see Section 3.2.3) is is applied to the models. Each child model parameter is linked by a
special SWT data control with its widget. The newly developed SWT data controls are
introduced in Section 6.3.
GridBean models offer the possibility to define file parameter. These file parameters are
post-processed by special source or target type file post-processors. Even in child GridBean
Models of programs of a sequence, we offer the possibility to define input/output files.
These files can be loaded from internal or external. Internal location in this context means
that the file is created by a previous program during execution that implies that the file is
automatically located in the job working directory without any load or transfer mechanism.
In contrast, external located files are all others that are stored, loaded, or transferred from
any remote Grid resource into the job working directory for execution. To enable the facility
of loading internal and external files, a ModelLinker in the GPE-Sequence-Extension (see
Section 6.1.1) was developed. This ModelLinker is described in the following, because
required design features are already introduced.
Typically, all GridBean Models are post-processed before job submission to create for all
parameter the respective part in the job description. The design of sequences, in particular
the storage of child GridBean Models in a parent GridBean Model bears a problem, because
child GridBeans are not included in the typical post-process procedure of the URC. The
newly introduced parent GridBean’s post-processor for ’SEQUENCE’ parameter, post-
processes each child GridBean. Thus, all parameter of the child GridBeans are post-
processed by this post-processor. Nevertheless, file parameters of child GridBeans are
not post-processed by their specific file type post-processors. But file inputs loaded from
external, raise the demand of being post-processed by their special post-processor. The file
post-processors are necessary, because they translate the file protocol, source and target
into the job description, so that the Grid middleware system can load these files into the
job working directory. Hence, without the file post-processors, the files would not be loaded
into the job working directory. Therefore, we developed a method for child GridBean file
parameters marked as external, so that they are already post-processed by their special file
post-processor. This mechanism is implemented in the ModelLinker. It links a child and
its parent GridBean, but only if the child GridBean uses external file inputs or outputs.
The file parameters marked as external are copied and added to the parent GridBean
parameters by the ModelLinker, as shown in Figure 6.4. The value of the file parameters
are editable in the parent GridBean via the File panel. The ModelLinker synchronises the
values of these linked file parameters of the parent and the child GridBean. All in all,
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Figure 6.4: The ModelLinker links child GridBeans and parent GridBeans, if files of the
child GridBean are marked as external (e). The external files are copied and added to the
parent GridBean file parameter. In the Figure, three file parameter of sequence children
are marked as external (e) and three are marked as internal (i). The external file parameter
are also file parameter of the parent GridBean.
the external inputs and outputs of each program in the sequence are parameters of the
child GridBean and the parent GridBean. The parent GridBean is thus post-processed like
a normal GridBean. The specific file post-processors will post-process all file parameters
including those from the child GridBeans, because they are file parameters of the parent
GridBean. The implementation achieved that all external file parameters of the child
GridBeans are post-processed by the specific file post-processors. Furthermore, they are
translated in the job description and loaded by the Grid middleware system into the job
working directory for execution.
6.2 Database Access Support
As the result of a review of the state of the art Grid data-resource access tools, the database
access implementation is realized with OGSA-DAI [24] at the server tier. OGSA-DAI
provides access to heterogeneous data resources in a Grid environment, e.g. relational
databases or XML databases. The access is realised by using an uniform interface for
database access and integration. This interface hides the different properties of databases,
like database driver, data formatting and delivery mechanisms. One installation of OGSA-
DAI can be used to access and manage several different databases. With OGSA-DAI, the
data can be transformed, delivered, updated or queried via Web services. The provided
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Web services are compliant with the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) [47] and
thus fits nicely with the URC that also makes intensive use of this standard. It also offers
large data transfers via common data transfer mechanisms, such as GridFTP [90]. Accord-
ing to the design, a mechanism to access databases via the UNICORE Rich Client have
been implemented to enable database browsing and to import data from databases into job
working directories. This development is an Eclipse-based plugin named DatabaseService-
Browser. In Section 6.2.1 the integration of an OGSA-DAI connection into the URC is
described. In Section 6.2.2 the developed mechanism to use database files as job inputs is
presented that can be conveniently used in conjunction with the above mentioned sequence
plugin.
6.2.1 OGSA-DAI Integration via the DatabaseServiceBrowser
Many scientific applications rely on data, stored in relational or other types of databases.
So the aim of the DatabaseServiceBrowser is to enable the browsing and querying of
databases for the users of Grid clients with the particular focus on requirements from
biological applications. This implementation provides a view to databases in the Grid
Browser as Grid resources. Database browsing and querying enable to see the inside
of result tables. Some elements were implemented by extending and improving the
OGSA-DAI client toolkit [65].
The goal of OGSA-DAI is to provide seamless access to heterogeneous data sources and
resources in a Grid environment. It provides an uniform interface for data access and
integration with hiding the differences of resources. In many use cases, the OGSA-DAI
software is deployed in an Apache Tomcat server [3] at the server tier. The OGSA-DAI
services are then accessible through the address of the tomcat server and the name of
the OGSA-DAI Web services folder. This URL is responsible to access all databases,
registered on one particular OGSA-DAI installation. OGSA-DAI also offers a Client
toolkit [65], which provides a high-level set of Java APIs and thus protects the developer
from future changes to special data service interfaces or Grid services. Basically, the client
toolkit implements a set of Client stubs to access OGSA-DAI Web services at the server
side. We extended the Client toolkit to reuse the base functions and build a database
URC integration in the DatabaseServiceBrowser, according to the design in Figure 5.1 (3).
The SQLClient is the base of the developed DatabaseServiceBrowser. It offers many
methods to set up a server and an OGSA-DAI specific DataRequestExecutionResource,
which supports OGSA-DAI activities and executes OGSA-DAI workflow requests at the
server side. These are the central accessing points in the OGSA-DAI software to make
standard requests to the databases. Like described in Section 3.2.2, the ServiceBrowser of
the URC provides a view to all Grid resources, in this context, the developments integrated
databases as Grid resources into this view. In order to achieve that new node types for
the GridBrowser to represent database resources and services have been implemented. In
more detail, a Database WSRF Node, a Database Registry Node, a Database Node, a Table
Node and a Query Node are newly integrated.
A Database WSRF Node represents a super-class of all database nodes. It provides basic
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methods and facilities, which are essential for all database nodes, e.g. the ’refresh’ action
that refreshes all information about databases. The Database Registry Node represents
an OGSA-DAI installation instance that is deployed on a Tomcat server and thus can
be considered to be a root node. Typically such an installation provides access to many
databases, hence each database is represented by a Database Node. A database node can
have several Table and Query nodes. A Table Node represents a table of the database,
while a Query Node stores and represents an executed query. Queries can address database
tables or whole databases. Even, complex join queries are possible. All nodes also have
several associated developed actions: an SQL query can be modified or an end-user can
choose to view the table schema of a particular database table, et cetera. The contexts of
tables and queries can be shown in a newly developed DatabaseTableView, which can be
reused in several contexts.
Summarised, the implementation efforts includes extensions and improvements of the client
toolkit by the above mentioned functions and offer several new nodes, actions and views
in the ServiceBrowser to enable end-users with database browsing and querying in the
URC. As a side remark, the DatabaseServiceBrowser is generic enough in order to reuse
the extensions with other database access software tools, e.g. AMGA or GRelC. Appendix
C shows some snapshots of the developed extensions.
6.2.2 Database File inputs via the DatabaseServiceBrowser
The database URC integration not only enables database browsing. Another aspect of
using databases within Grids is the import of data to be used while processing jobs. The
DatabaseServiceBrowser enables the possibility to select as a source type ’Database File’
in the file import panel of the URC. The database file selection mechanism lets the user
browse tables and select data, which can be inserted as external files into the job, which
then must be transferred by the Grid middleware system data transfer mechanisms.
The development of database file input is realised via several extensions of the URC
GPE4Eclipse (see Section 3.2.3). One element is the development of a new import file
type, particularly a new source type. This development extends the GPE4Eclipse file input
extension point. The newly database file input type must implement several methods.
The file type must declare special protocol constants, a cell editor, which describes the
selection mechanism in the File panel (see Section 3.2.3), as well as a description of its Grid
file address. Additionally, the new file input type must define a protocol post-processor.
Like mentioned above and described in Section 3.2.3, each file parameter is post-processed
by its special file type post-processor to insert the actual file address for database files
into the job description. The database file input post-processor is described in detail
later in this section. The other main element is the selection mechanism of a database
file. Biological researchers mostly use the mechanism of storing Grid file addresses in
the database. That means, they store the real file in e.g. a remote storage and the file
address together with metadata in the database. To take this into account, a special
selection mechanism for database files was developed. It offers a wizard, where step by
step a file can be conveniently selected without having any knowledge of SQL or such
like. This selection mechanism begins with the selection of a table, continues with the
selection of a column, where the file address is stored and ends with the selection of a row
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that points to one file. This selection mechanism allows users to select a file, based on the
required metadata and thus represents an important implementation feature. The wizard
also reuses the Grid Browser view with a filter and the above mentioned developed table
view to show the data of a table. This selection is evaluated by the database file input
post-processor for job preparation. It translates the file address into a file description.
This description is inserted into the job script. The middleware system then can interpret
the file description and load the specified file into the working directory for execution.
To sum up, the base aspects of database file inputs were developed within the scope of
the DatabaseServiceBrowser. This file import has been realised with OGSA-DAI and can
also be conveniently used in conjunction with the previously described sequence plugin
functionality. The implementation of the database selection method and file type post-
processor is specialised to the need of biological researchers and may be extended for other
scientific areas. Appendix C shows some snapshots of the developed database file import.
6.3 GPE-SWT-Extension
Intel’s Grid Programming Environment (GPE), as described in Section 2.3, does not offer
any support for a GUI within Eclipse. The already existing solution described in Sec-
tion 3.2.3 is Swing-based [68]. However, Swing is not a solution for the developed client
support, because the client requires an Eclipse based technology. Due to this fact, an
extension of GPE with the Standard Widget Toolkit (see Section 3.1.1) has been imple-
mented. The extension contains a SWT-Plugin, SWT-Panel and SWT-Data-Controls. The
SWT-Plugin and SWT Panel implement conditional methods that are adapted to SWT
objects and methods. SWT Button and SWT Combo (see Section 3.1.1) are examples for
this. Data Controls (see Section The EclipseSequencePlugin 3.2.3) are the link between
GridBean models and user interface SWT widgets, such as button or text areas. They
keep the GridBean models and user inputs consistent. Therefore we developed some data
controls for SWT widgets, e.g. check box, combo box and text. Thereby, the existing
design of consistency maintenance was reused. The Application interfaces, derived from
these newly implemented SWT GPE API extensions, are based on native Eclipse SWT
objects and methods.
6.4 Evaluation Scenario
In this section, a real world use case is described that uses the developed enhancements
of the UNICORE Rich Client (URC). It demonstrates feasibility of the proposed design
and its implementation of database access and the developed application sequence support
within a realistic e-Science environment. Additionally, it evaluates the extensibility of
the URC enhancements. The WISDOM [39] use case is a scientific two step workflow of
docking using Flexx or AutoDock, and molecular dynamic simulations using AMBER. It
aims to detect molecules, which are potential drugs against malaria. In Chapter 6.4.1
an overview is given of the WISDOM use case in the context of the contribution of this
thesis. In Chapter 6.4.2, the implementation of the AMBER GridBean is described that
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represents our reference implementation of the rather abstract sequence GridBean concept.
In the last chapter we evaluate the benefit of the proposed design and its implementation
for database access in context of the WISDOM use case.
6.4.1 WISDOM Project Use Case
Large-scale in silico experiments are one of the most promising approaches to reduce the
cost, and speed-up the development of new drugs to treat diseases like malaria. In this
context, virtual screening [71] is the most computing intensive step. Virtual screening is
about finding the interesting compounds of molecules, consequently a promising drug. The
screening step can be done in vitro, by using real chemical molecules. But this process is
very expensive and time consuming due to the fact that in turn lead to millions of molecules
discovered today, following millions of possible compounds. In silico experiments, on the
other hand, can not replace the in vitro and in vivo steps but they can reduce the number
of in vitro experiments. This saves money and time for new drug discovery.
In silico experiments can effectively leverage the computational power provided in large
scale e-Science infrastructures. This is the goal of the WISDOM (World-wide In Silico
Docking On Malaria) project [39]. It aims at the development of new drugs via in silico
experiments in such Grid infrastructures. The WISDOM workflow is a two step virtual
screening to give the opportunity of predictions whether one molecule will bind to a partic-
ular target protein. The first part of the WISDOM workflow, is performed via molecular
docking. It is computed via docking tools, like FlexX [11] or AutoDock [4]. In WISDOM,
molecular docking is performed on the EGEE [10] Grid infrastructure, which is EGEE is
one of the largest Grid infrastructures in Europe. The second part of the workflow are the
molecular dynamic (MD) simulations [76] (compare to Section 4.2). The best 10% bind-
ings of the molecular docking results are evaluated by a complex MD simulation process.
This molecular dynamic simulation process is realised in WISDOM via a highly scalable
MD application package AMBER [1], while other MD tools such as NAMD [21] or GRO-
MACS [18] can be also used in principle.
In more detail, a MD application simulates the behaviour of a molecule compound over a
specific time in a specific system. For the simulation of this second part, the WISDOM
project would like to use the large-scale supercomputing facilities available on DEISA [7],
which is the European high performance computing-driven Grid infrastructure. This in-
frastructure is suitable for massively parallel scientific jobs. In order to achieve MD on
DEISA, the second WISDOM workflow step was already improved by automating the ex-
ecution of a sequence of several AMBER programs [57] while its transformation to use
massively parallel executions is still a work in progress.
Molecular dockings and molecular dynamic simulations are an essential preparation for
in vitro testing. In this context, the OMII-Europe project [25] effort has been to deploy
docking and MD on Grid infrastructures. The main goal of this project was to improve
the interoperability of EGEE and DEISA to provide a seamless access to both Grids and
thus accelerate drug discovery by simplifying the daily work of an e-Scientist [77]. The
combination of the before mentioned workflow steps is the most promising approach to re-
duce the cost and to speed-up the development of new drugs to treat diseases like malaria.
The developed URC enhancements in this thesis fundamentally support scientists in taking
advantage of the described interoperability of both Grid infrastructures.
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6.4.2 The AMBER Sequence
The second step in the WISDOM workflow is the molecular dynamic simulation that is
the main driver of the developments in this thesis. The simulations are only done for
the 10% of compounds with the best docking score that have been computed during the
first workflow step. The MD simulation is realised by the molecular dynamic application
package AMBER that was chosen by the WISDOM scientists. AMBER provides a set of
programs that consists of approximately 50 small programs. One simulation of a chemical
compound corresponds to a sequence of selected programs from this set. This sequence is
typically represented by the three basic molecular dynamic simulation steps, described in
Section 4.2. The AMBER programs must be executed one after another in a sequence, be-
cause program outputs must be piped for program inputs of a subsequent program. These
input and output files, as well as input parameters have to be defined by command line
parameters before execution.
The classical strategy of biological researchers is to modify an existing concrete program
sequence [57] for an automated simulation run. It consists of a sequence of AMBER pro-
grams. Other researchers may use this sequence to simulate their compounds in other use
cases. The input files and input parameters, as well as the workflow must be manually
downloaded from external sources and uploaded to a target system and the sequence must
be called from the command line. The sequence can simulate several molecule compounds
in one execution.
The classical strategy and the simulation sequence can be fundamentally simplified by
using the URC in conjunction with the developments of this thesis. The developed GUI
for sequences enables the researchers to conveniently configure the classical sequence of
programs. Furthermore, sequences can be modified and designed individually. Another
benefit is, that researchers must not act directly on the operating system, which requires
low-level access and accounts on a many different resources with different hardware archi-
tectures. The manual download and upload steps are omitted, because the selected data in
the URC can be automatically loaded into the job execution environment by a middleware
system.
The supported biological application package in the WISDOM use case is AMBER [1].
The developed framework can be extended with application packages and their programs.
Therefore, we extended the framework with just a few steps by the AMBER package.
These steps included: creation of an AMBER application package description archive with
an AMBER parent GridBean model and AMBER SequencePlugin. Additionally, one step
includes the creation of extensions for supported programs, with the name of the program,
a child GridBean model and the name of a Panel Factory. Other application packages can
be added analogue.
After these steps, the AMBER application package can be used in the URC. This package
is based among other things on the abstract Sequence GridBean, as shown in Figure 6.5 (1).
The graphical user interface (see Appendix D) is built automatically and each user can
conveniently choose an individual sequence of AMBER programs. In Figure 6.5 (2) the
program GridBean GUIs are shown. They are created automatically by the Panel Factory
of the framework described in Section 6.1.2. The user is able to modify parameter and
input files for each program much more simpler as before.
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Figure 6.5: The overview of the developed AMBER GridBean and database access. As
example, a file named complex.crd is used as external input for the sequence of AMBER
programs.
By submitting the job, all these parameters are post-processed and a corresponding job
script is send to the Grid middleware system. It forwards the job for execution to a batch-
system that schedules the job on the correspondent Grid resource. The results are received
by the typical URC functionalities.
6.4.3 Simplified Database Access
Other important implemented features next to the above described sequence of programs,
are the URC database browsing and database file input functionalities. This database ac-
cess methods were developed and integrated into the URC within this thesis. The use case,
described in 6.4.1 raises the demand for this feature. The biological programs of AMBER,
typically need biological input data to calculate a simulation. To avoid long running down-
load and upload processes, researchers can conveniently use the newly developed database
browsing (see Figure 6.5(3)) and database file imports (see Figure 6.5(4)) in the URC for
workflows or jobs, as one significant result of this thesis.
To provide an example, in Figure 6.5 we use as file input a ’complex.crd’ file. The file
is stored on a GridFTP server. The Grid file address is stored with some metadata in a
MySQL database. This scenario is very typical in a biological environment and influenced
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the design and implementation of the data import mechanism, as described in Section 6.2.1.
The needed file address for ’complex.crd’ is saved in a database in the database registry
’http://localhost:8080/dai/services’. The researcher is able to browse through the database
to find the right complex.crd file, using the available meta information (compare to Fig-
ure 6.5 (3)). The next step is to include this file via the database file import mechanism
(see Section 6.2.2). Therefore, the researcher selects the database file input parameter and
mark it as external file in the program panel (see Section 6.1.2). In the File panel (see
Section 3.2.3) of the parent GridBean this parameter can now be modified by the selection
method, described in Section 6.2.2. The researcher can select the complex.crd file. The
database file post-processor loads required pieces of information from the database and in-
cludes the address of the selected complex.crd file into the Job description, please compare
this to Figure 6.5 (4). Based on this description, the UNICORE middleware can load this
file via GridFTP [90] into the working directory of the job. The job can then be executed
taking the browsed files as input.
6.5 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presents a new way of supporting clients of biological applications within
an e-Science environment based on the design provided in Chapter 5. Mainly these
implementations are focused on the development of sequences and database access within
the UNICORE Rich Client, but many concepts can be applied to other Grid middleware
clients as well. The four essential parts of the implementation in this thesis are: sequence
modeling, sequence graphical user interface, database browsing, and database data input.
In this context, the building blocks of the implementations are the advancement of the
graphical representation of GridBeans, with the possibility to use the Eclipse Standard
Widget Toolkit. Furthermore the development of the model for application packages and
their programs is another building block. All in all, MD application packages can now be
used conveniently as a sequence of programs within the UNICORE Rich Client. These
sequences are modeled as a GridBean, storing several program GridBeans as a sorted list.
The GUI for GridBeans was also extended to support the visualisation of the new model
of sequences and thus to ease the use of sequence GridBeans.
The database access was realised at the server tier by using OGSA-DAI as one possible
accessing tool and at the client tier by developing the DatabaseServiceBrowser. It extends
and enhances the OGSA-DAI Client toolkit. Our database browsing mechanism presents
databases, tables and queries as Grid resources. As a result, table and query results can
be displayed in a newly introduced Eclipse view in the URC. Data input can be used
for every application, it is therefore developed as a new input mechanism type of the
URC. The layered wizard selection mechanism for databases was specialised for biological
domains but this concept can be also applied to other application domains.
Finally, we evaluated the developed URC-based enhancements and the proposed design on
a concrete use case. The WISDOM use case is a scientific workflow of docking and MD
simulations to detect molecules, which are potential drugs against malaria. We adopted
the MD simulation step on our development and keep close contacts to the researchers in
order to fulfil their needs. The MD simulation package used in WISDOM is AMBER. In
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the scope of the evaluation, we integrated several AMBER programs in the URC. This
was possible, because of the extensibility of the developed URC enhancements that allow
for the development of specialized sequence-based GridBeans like the AMBER GridBean.
Mainly we integrated those programs, which are essential to build a program sequence for a
fully functioning MD simulation. As a consequence, the program sequence and simulation
is identical with the manually developed workflow [57], but much simpler to be defined
and used by e-scientists. This workflow can be rebuild and then re-run by the URC, with
the benefit of getting access to computational resources and to data resources. The needed
data can be via the newly developed database input mechanism in the URC.
Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusion
This thesis described the Eclipse-based client support for biological applications within
e-Science infrastructures. The undertaken requirement analysis and its evaluation
identified that biological applications usually require database access and the possibility
to define sequences of programs. These requirements are satisfied by the usage of Grid
infrastructures and by provisioning of an extensible framework, which is implemented
as a proof of concept within the Eclipse-based UNICORE Rich Client (URC). All in
all, several core building blocks have been developed to realise database access and
sequence design features in the URC, particularly the support of sequence modeling,
sequence GUIs, database browsing and data inputs obtained from databases. To sum
up, the implementation contains a mechanism to define sequences of programs and a
framework for conveniently add other program models, providing an automated graphical
visualisation technique for sequences of programs. Additionally, the implementation
contains a plugin that enables the user to browse databases and include data of databases
into job executions. A gained result of the developed abstraction of applications is that, in
contrast to manually created UNIX scripts, the creation of program sequences has become
faster and fail-safe. Hence, scientists do not need to be aware of application dependent
languages and program specific parameters.
This thesis started with a short introduction of e-Science infrastructures and Grid
technology in Chapter 2. An overview of e-Science Applications and an introduction to
the Grid Programming Environment that provides a higher-level API for the development
of e-Science applications in Grid clients is also given. As a basic foundation, Chapter 3
reviews the core concepts of the Eclipse Rich Client Platform and outlines the architecture
of the URC, an Eclipse-based technology. The URC is described in detail with attention
to the ServiceBrowser and the GPE4Eclipse plugin. Based on the URC and conversations
with scientists that apply molecular dynamic simulations on supercomputers, Chapter 4
lists the identified requirements. For better understanding, a short background of theory
about genetics and describes computational biology is given. Additionally, an extensive
analysis of required features for client support of biological applications in e-Science
infrastructures is provided, along with a survey of related work. The requirements have
been taken into account to create several URC enhancements described in Chapter 5 and
thus gives insights to the core building blocks of the design of sequence support as well as
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database access. Finally, Chapter 6 describes a proof-of-concept implementation of the
design within the URC. In more detail, this implementation includes enhancements of the
GPE API to support the sequence design of programs. Furthermore, in the scope of this
thesis, a framework has been developed that provides graphical visualisation for sequences
of programs, and an extension point to easy plug in other programs for sequential use
into the URC. Additionally, the UNICORE Rich Client File import was extended by a
DatabaseServiceBrowser and data input types for database data. The proposed design of
enhancements of the UNICORE Rich Client offer extension points and plugin mechanisms
to add additional functionality.
In order to prove whether our approach is feasible in the context of real applications, an
evaluation use case of the developments was provided. The evaluation, which adopted
the second step of the WISDOM workflow, has shown that the developed enhancements,
which are sequence modeling, sequence graphical user interface, database browsing and
database data input of the URC, are suitable for biological applications within an Grid
environment. This use case reveals, by extending the developed framework with several
AMBER programs that the developed enhancements of the URC meet our requirements
for the support of program sequences within an e-Science environment, particularly within
a Grid infrastructure that uses UNICORE 6. The developed UNICORE Rich Client
enhancements provide the following benefits for inherent sequential biological applications
as well as for the daily work of an scientist by using e-Science infrastructures.
Advantages of the developed framework
• New application packages and their programs can be easily integrated by using the
extension point mechanism.
• The GUIs for sequences is offered by the framework, GUI implementations are un-
necessary.
• GUI implementations for the programs are unnecessary but possible, GUIs for
programs are created automatically.
Advantages for scientists using the UNICORE Rich Client
• The sequence order of applications can be manually defined by using a nice graphical
user interface. Programs may be selected multiple times in one sequence definition.
• Parameter and input files can be declared and selected via a convenient graphical
user interface. The command line parameters are created automatically.
• The sequence is executed linearly in the defined order to guarantee file passing be-
tween the sequence steps.
• Files can be used as input for applications, these files may be produced within the
sequence or imported from external sources.
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• Data from biological databases can be conveniently browsed, selected and used as in-
puts for applications. The associated file transfers that are defined on the client-level
are handled automatically by the server middleware without manual client interac-
tion.
• Scientists can submit computational jobs with sequences of programs via the
UNICORE Rich Client and must not act directly on a target system.
• Sequences might be embedded into a for-each-loop, each iteration may then be
executed independently, even in parallel.
One interesting future work option is to offer a mechanism to reuse the sequences, thus
biologists can share their developed sequences with other researchers. Additionally, the
integration of public biological databases as Grid data resources is a logical next step,
as soon as they offer Web service interfaces or become accessible via a database accessing
tool. Furthermore, within our development, parameter sweeps for biological applications, in
particular molecular dynamic simulations, are another interesting use case. Our discussions
also lead to ideas that store execution outputs in databases with meta-data and the file
address. Furthermore, other application packages may be developed as an URC extension
using the results of this thesis as a foundation. One particular example in this context
might be a RemoteCompilerGridBean that takes source code (e.g. C++) and provides a
compilation step as initial part of the sequence while its execution is the latter part of the
necessarily ordered sequence.
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Appendix A - The UNICORE Rich Client
Figure 1: The screenshot shows the Grid Browser and its hierarchical tree structure. The
green marked scripts are successful Grid jobs, the yellow marked script is a currently
running Grid job. In the bottom different views are shown with detailed information
about the resources, the log monitor, the keystore view, the truststore view, and the used
credentials.
Appendix B - The UNICORE Rich Client Job Creation View
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Figure 2: The screenshot shows a typical view of a job. This job view provided by the
Generic GridBean. (1) shows the name, which is essential for all jobs. (2) is the button to
store the Grid job, (3) is the button to submit the Grid job. (4) is the activated tab panel
for this GridBean, (5) shows the three generic tab panels, which provide key features for
each job view.
Appendix C - The UNICORE Rich Client Database Access(1)
The result of the ‘fetch 
data‘ action. The 
DatabaseTable view 
shows the table input
Figure 3: The screenshot shows a connection to a database and the result of a ’fetch data’
request in the DatabaseTable view.
Appendix C - The UNICORE Rich Client Database Access(2)
The new
database source 
type for files
The Database File Selection Wizard
Figure 4: The screenshot shows the selection of a file, whose source is a database. The
wizard guides the user through the selection. The selected file is used as input for the job.
Appendix D - The UNICORE Rich Client and AMBER
Figure 5: The right hand side of the screenshot shows the creation of a workflow, con-
taining AMBER in a ForEachLoop and a Script. On the left hand side the scientist can
conveniently configure the sequence and resprective programs.
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